



(Revised May 1947) 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
and State Agricultural Colleges 
Cooperating 
Extension Service 
Washington, D. c. 
COMBINED ANNUAL REPORT OF COUNTY EXTENSION WORKERS 
This report form is for use by county extension agents in making a combined statistical report on 
all extension work done in the county during the year. Agents resigning during the year should make 
out this report before quitting the service. 
Stale _____ ,/, ____ '" _, ---------·---------------------------
REPORT OF 
/ f, From -~---::-..-4/~.i:)to __ ~,... __________ , /94_ 
(Name) Home Demonstration Agent. 
From _________ _____ ______ __ lo --- ------------------• /94 __ _ 
Assistant Home Demonstration Agent. 
From ---------------·------ lo _____ ----------------• /94 __ _ 
4-H Club Agent. 
From _____________________ lo ---------------------• /94 __ _ 
Assistant County Agent in charge of Club Work. 
------------~~---'---~------.c.-~~-------------------~./------
Agricultural Agent. 
\ I 1 I -;,;;;·---l----------·i;;i~t~~t~~t:·-
From 1. ____ --,?.LC:.~Llo --"---~- -- -'--./----, /94 __ -,J 
From / __ ~?:.e_/7 Li-jl(c lo /.. ___ ·--/--------• /94_~ 
READ SUGGESTIONS, PAGES 2 AND 16 
Approved: 
Date---------------------------·· _______ . -_______ -------------
l "80U·6 State Exteneion Director. 
2 
SUGGESTIONS RELATIVE TO THE PREPARATION OF THE COUNTY EXTENSION 
AGENT'S ANNUAL REPORT 
Six good reasons may be listed as to why an extension worker should prepare a comprehensive annual report. 
1. The annual report is an accounting to the taxpaying public of what the extension worker has accomplished during the 
year. 
2. It is a record of the year's work put into shap~ for ready reference in later years by the extension worker himself, or by 
his successors. , 
3. The annual report affords the extension worker opportunity to place his activities and accomplishments before superior 
officers, who form judgment as to which workers are deserving of promotion or best qualified to fill responsible posi-
tionlf when vacancies occur. 
4. The inventory of the past year's efforts and accomplishments enables the extension worker to plan more effectively for 
the coming year. 
5. An accurate report of his work is a duty every scientific worker owes to the other members of his profession. 
6. Annual reports are required by Federal law. 
From four to six copies of the annual report should be made, depending upon the number required by the State office: 
One copy for the county officials, one copy for the agent's files, one or more copies for the State extension office, and one 
copy for the Extension Service, United States Department of Agriculture. The report to the Washington office should 
be sent through the State extension office. 
NARRATIVE SUMMARY 
A separate narrative report is desired from the leader of each line of work, such as county agricultural agent, home demon-
stration agent, boys' and girls' club agent, and Negro agent. Where an assistant agent has been employed during a 
part or all of the year, the report of his or her work should be included with the report of the leader of that line of work. 
Where an agent in charge of a line of work has quit the service during the year, the information contained in his or her 
report should be incorporated in the annual report of the agent on duty at the close of the report year, and the latter 
report so marked. 
The narrative report should summarize and interpret under appropriate subheadings the outstanding results accomplished 
in helping rural people to solve their current problems and to make adjustments to changing economic and social 
conditions. 
A good narrative report should enable the reader to obtain a comprehensive picture of-
1. What was attempted-the program as outlined at the beginning of the year. 
2. How the work was carried on-the teaching methods employed. 
3. The cooperation obtained from other extension workers, rural people, commercial interests, and other public 
agencies. 
4. Definite accomplishments, supported by objective evidence. 
5. Significance of the year's progress and accomplishments in terms of better agriculture, better homemaking, 
improved boys and girls, better rural living, etc. 
6. How next year's work can be strengthened and improved in light of the current year's experience. 
The following suggestions are for those agents who wish to prepare a better annual report than the one submitted last 
year: 
1. Read the definitions of extension terms on the last page of this schedule. 
2. Read last year's annual report again, applying the criteria for a good annual report discussed above. 
3. Prepare an outline with main headings and subheadings. 
4. Go over the information and data assembled from various office sources. 
5. Decide upon a few outstanding pieces of work to receive major emphasis. 
6, Employ a newspaper style of writing, placing the more important information first. 
7. Observe accepted principles of English composition. 
8. Include only a few photographs, news articles, circular letters, or other exhibits to illustrate successful teaching 
methods. Do not make the annual report a scrapbook. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
Where two or more agents are employed in a county they should submit a single statistical report showing the combined 
activities and accomplishments of all county extension agents employed in the county during the year. Negro men and 
women agents should prepare a combined statistical report separate from that of the white agents. 
Provision is made in the report form for each agent to report separately the teaching activities he or she conducts or partici-
pates in during the report year. County totals are the sum of the activities of all agents minus duplications where two 
or more agents engage in the same activity. For purposes of reporting, extension results or accomplishments are ex-
pressed in numbers of farmers or families assisted in making some improvement or definitely influenced to make a change. 
Such an improvement or change may be the outcome of any phase of the program for men, women, older rural youth, or 
4-H Club boys and girls. Only the improvement or change taking place during the current year as the result of extension 
effort should be reported. Census type of information on the status of farm and home practices should not be included. 
For use on the national level the statistical data on the year's extension activities and accomplishments must be ex-
pressed in somewhat broad and general terms. Each State extension service ma), desire to include in a statistical supple-
ment additional information on problems and activities. peculiar to the State or section.a of the State. 
16-28074-1 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURA L COL L EGE 
OF SOUTH CARO L INA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERA T ING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Room 429., County Center, 
Charleston 29, s. c. 
January 22., 1948 
Mr. Thos. w. Morgan 
Assistant Director 
Extension Service 
Clemson, s. c. 
Dear Mr• Morgan: 
EXTENSION SERVIC E 
The correct .figure which should have been given under 
item #91,-h in II\'f 1947 statisticaJ. summary (F,t;-21)., is 
$4,080.00. 
I am sorry that the entry 'Wlder this item was not made 
in dollars instead of in board feet. 
Very t~ yours, 
~. \._µ, ~  
c. w·. Carraway ~ 
County Agent 
CWC:hzr 









County total t 
(cl) 
1. Months of service this year (agents and assistants) ____________________________________________________________________ ,1_";2 __ ---------------------- x x x  x  x  x  x  x 
2. Days devoted to work with adults a-----------------------------------------------------------------------_____ /&_q ___ --------------------L~Z.-x  x  x  x  x x x  x 
3. Days devoted to work with 4-H Clubs and older youth 3 ____________________________________________ _______ 3~-------------__________ .;:z.~ x  x  x x  x x  x  x 
: ~:;: : ::·. ·.:.... . ................. .......... .. . .. . .:z9 f ·· ........ .... . 1.JZ.. : : : : 
6. Number of farm or home visits made in conducting extension work'---------------- ----____ ;3,._'*--------------------·z-b-7--__ L:£: __ __,f ___ -:, ___ ---
7. Number of different farms or homes visited_ __________________________________________ ---·----------------~£_;:?J _____ --------------_gz_z__________ _ _____ , __ :2_ ---~· 
. . {(1) Ofice _____________ .______________ --~9 .6': .. ·-··---________ -,t:f/.7 ?' __ -~ .;6-~---· __ _ 
8. Number of cals relatmg to extension work ___________________ (2) Telephone ________________________ --#.:2.-~---------------ft1'/_zL __ g____ _ _L __ "/t: ________ --. 
9. Number of news articles or stories published'---------------·----------------------------------------¥..&L ____ -------·------------------L~--~--_______ /_ __ ,~ __ <__ _____ _ 
10. Number of buletins distributed. _____________________________________________________________________________ .:z.2.,_.,s;:. __ __ -------------:!J,£.3, _ _.~----· 'I.~_£ _____ 
7 
____ _ 
11. Number of radio talks broadcast or prepared for broadcas~~g-~~~~~---------------------------------------~-~ --------------------·-·------ 7£: __ ------~--·· 
(1) Adult work _______ {(b)T:~ ~:~:!a;ce of:____________ ____________________ _ ___________________________________ /~ _____________ ./ f _____  
12. Training meetings held for local (c) Women leaders ____________________________________ t:') ----------------------________________ 0 --------------·-
leaders or commiteemen___________ (2) 4-!de~l;:u:~-l (a)T:.:.':®danc, or;······ .......... t:/ ........ _······· ······· -:-· .. · ......... o, 
13. Method demonstration meetings ~~ ~:!~:r:::::::::::::: ::::::}f~f ::::::::::: _ :_:::::Li: :::::. /?::: 
held. (Do not include the meth- (1) Adult work__ _____ (b) Total atendance _____________________ -e.fQ~.,-__________________________________________ 0 _____ :4)' _ _____ • __ • _ 
:: t!:~n::~;:~:r:~e:: (2) 4-H Club and {<a) Number __________________________ -;---.:,:--~-=-________________________ ----------~-_________ 
1 
__________ ._ 
older youth. ___ (b) Total atendance ___________________ '.;(Q_* -·--------------------· ----· ---\1----·----~ der Question 12) ______________________ _ 
14. Number of adult result demonstrations conducted_ ____________________________________________________ ------·----·----~ ----------------------___ :_, ________ $;_'fl_ -----.---
. { (1) Number __________________________ -------------------_ ---------------------------------:_, __ l'.R_ --------
15. Meetings held at such result demonstrations__________________ (2) Total atendance______________ __________________ R ________________________ ___________________ 0 ----------':-.: 
{
(1) Adult work__ _____ {(a) Number __________________________ ------·-·z-.-7;,;. -----------------------~ --;-;: _____ } _ ---
(b) Total atendance _____________________________ Q JQ __ ---·--------------------________ /Q-j_ ---·---·---·-·-
16, Tours conducted__ .........• __ (2) 4-H Club and { (a) Number·-----------------·-···--------··-··lt---·--·-·--·-·--· ------·--- ···--
7
-... _. 




(l) Adult work. ___ . _(b) Total atendance . ·--······-·-· --··-··-······-·--"-··-·-·-··-··----·----···-·-----------·--·~---·----··--··----··- 
17. Achievement days held___.... (2) 4-H Club and { (a) Number -··-···-·---·--·-·-------·-----··-··-·------6/ --···-····-··-·-·-----·--··-···---------·· O·-···---·-·--
older youth._._ (b) Total atendance .. _. _____ --·-···--··----.el-··-·--···· -··--·---~ -·--·---·········.()_ -·-······----------·---
1 Includes assistant county ngent In charge or 4-H Club work or who devotes practicaly Cul time to club work. 
• County total should equal sum or preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating In samo activity or accomplshmont, 
• The sum or questions 2 and 3 should equal the sum or questions 4 and 5. 
• Do not count a single visit to both the farm and home as two visits. 
16-2&074-1 
• Do not count Item.I relating to notices or meetings only. 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES-Continued 
Report only this year's activities that can be ver!.t!ed Home demonstration agents \ 
(a} 




County total • 
(d) 
l 
(a) Number _______________________ ----------~"~-____________________________________________ t, --------4%-
18. Encampments held (report atend-J (1) Farm women. _____ (b) Total members ate~ding. _______ /:3-__ ~ .. --------------------~--::;~ _______ /_;J_-/7--
ance for your county only) •-----1 (c)Total others atendrng ________________ / __ z_ -------------_____________________ .,.~ ________________ £(. _ 
(2) 4-H Club and (b) Total boys atending ________ --------------~ --________________________ -----------~-~~':. _____________ .:2,._~ 
older youth..__ (c) Total girls atending _ _______________ 4-__ ~ : ---------------------~_c_ _______________ #__z {
(a) Number ___ ___________ ________________________ ·-·-· _________________________________________ L----------~ 
(d) Total others atending _______________________ '/]-----------------------~-°-· -------~ -~ 
19. Other meetings of an extension (a) Number_ _______________________ ---z----"~. . -------------____________ ::2,__ ·.---2¥--•- · _____ r:,J}_ 
. . (1) Adult work. _______ ( 7d· '1 4 ?' ,/ LL 
nature participated rn by county b) Total atendance _________________ --7 ~, _ . -------------.fP'o.~--r-~ _ '\· __ _ _1__~ .: 
or State_ extension workers and {(2) 4-H Club =d \.) N=bu _____ __________________ ·-;------· f . -··--······· -·c:_-}f;_ .'._ -----·-·······----'i'-'/ 
not previously reported._________ older youth. __ __{(b) Total atendance.. __________ --·~ ~-~ -7 . ------·---·--/ _/ ~ ',:·-___ J_ l..1~-_ 
20. Meetings held by local leaders or { {(a) Number. _______________________ --~--. --.-~:~ . ----------------------------~-__ __ /.:0~----------~ 
. (1) Adult work._______ .:-) . \ If l -:./_ -.7 - · ( -:,< !/ 
commiteemennotpart1cipatedin (b) Total atendance. _____________ -------·,::'!-0-2 -----------------------------__________ ._ __ .;,_ ___ ----··-- -. -~v0 
by county or State extension work- (2) 4-H Club and {(a) Number _________________________ ---·---.J.-.a-------------_____________ .'.'!o'°:_e ________________ ____ Q _ 









1 Includes assistant county agent in charge of 4-H Olub work or who devotes practicaly ful time to club work. 
• County total should equal sum of preceding tbree columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating in same activity or accompllsbment. 
• Does not Include picnics, ralies, and short courses, which should be reported under question 19, ~ 
·, 
~ 
SUMMARY OF EXTENSION INFLUENCE THIS YEAR 
~ 
'="'-
t ' It is highly desirable for extension workers to consider the proportion of farms and homes in the COIJO:(y that have been definitely mflue~ced to make some sub-
stantial change in farm or home operations during the report year as a result of the extension work dt11ne 'With men, women, and. y,outn~-It is recognized that this 
' , , 
information is very difficult for agents to report accurately, so a coruservative estimate based'upon such records, surveys, and otb,.E!I' sources of information as are 
. ' - . ' ~ 
~ 
available wil be satisfactory. ' · ~ , /" , · 
.,< ~ ~ ';_"yb.~ ~ /4 "'.i•{ '~'· ~ . ~ z ~ 3 
Total number of farms in county (1945 census)---~ -7~-~--~ -~ --~ ----~"-_:t _____ _ '.(P-__ -=-'~,.~~~-~-,--,-)-_______ ____ t;Y-______ f:!__ 
• ..._, - ~- ~.!'. ¢ 0 0 
Number of farms on which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the agricultural 'i>11>eftm, ..., ___________________________________ !:_<°"' ___ \, __ '-;,----------0--Z -
Number of farms involved in preceding question which were reached this year for the first time-.--+ -~,----·---------·----------~ --~·-· ..:-------------,3_ fl' 
Number of nonfarm families making changes in practices as a result of the agricultural program_ ___ ~--"-=-------------------~-=-5!: ,:---------~ -~-6 .. ,.,,. .,... A
Number of farm homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstr~lon program. _____________________________ ,:,~ '-:s,--------~ -!2. ::z_ 
Number of farm homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time_:.._._..,. ________________________________________ _'.'";~_~,:F-?-;:;.-----------1.:. 7 
Number of other homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demom1trati~n program _____________________________ :'.':._ -:.·-~-------------.6-'f' 
Number of other homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time___________________________________________________ \~---- ---- ---;2. 
29. Number of farm homes with 4-H Club members enrolecL. ______________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~ ~ i_ 7
·--------~ -L-~ 
30. Number of other homes with 4-H Club members enroled. __________________________________________________________________________________ -----·----------
·-·-·----/ f,. . 
31. Total number of different farm families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 22, 25, and 29 minus duplications) 
32. Total number of different other families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 24, 27, and 30 minus duplications) 
l6-:4807-t-:: 
EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING 
33. County extension association or committee (includes agricultural councils, home demonstration councils, and 4-H councils or similar advisory commitees ; also farm and 
home bureaus and extension associations in those Sts.tes where such as~mons are the official or quasi-official agency in the county cooperating with the colege in 
. -··7 the management or conduct of extension work): ., ~ ~ 6,. 
(a) Over-al or general._____ (1) Name __ .&,_f.!M._7-~---~-!_! ___ ~----::-~-~- ~--(2) No. of members__________ _ _________________________ ",_J' 
(b) AgriculturaL_____________ (1) Name~.,;~---!'--~ --P"k-~-~~--~------_____ ___ (2) No. of m embers________ ------------Z5f, 
(c) Home demonstration___ (1) Nam~.!'!!______ __ ----L -~~-______ :z_~---~---~~-S:!_'!::"'.:?." (2) No. of members_________ _ ____ '::._ _______ /!J'_ __ .S __  
(d) 4-H Club__________________ (1) Name~--------- -~#~-'Col.._ _ ~ __ s: ___ ~.._.,c.__________ (2) No. of members_________ -----.,.--------#.11:lt 
(e) Older youth_____________ (1) Name____________________________________________________________________________________ (2) No. of members__________ -----------~---------C 
34. Number of members of c~t~~ension program planning commit tees and s~o~tees (include commodit y and special-interest commitees): "' 
(a) Agricultural .4?. __ r_______________ (b) Home demonstration -L7-__ ;,_"':________ (c) 4-H Club------# --~ ------ (d) Older youth-------,---------__ I;) 
35. Total number of communities in county. (Do not include number of neighborhoods.)_____________________________________________________________________ _ _______________________ l!_Z 
/7 
-----------~"i 
38. Number of members in such clubs or groups_______________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________ ---------·--' ____ /L.S. -
36. Number of communities in which the extension program has been planned cooperatively by extension agents and local commitees __________ __ _ 
37. Number of clubs or other groups organized to carry on adult home demonst ration work ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
39
• (a) N:7!:rr:~:;u~~~~~ee ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~~~ X  X  X  X ~ X  X  X X 
40. Number of neighborhood and commumty leaders m the neighborhood-leader system -- ---------------------- Men -------------- 0~ Women _______________ ¥: ____  
41 Number of different voluntar(: local leaders, ~4teemen, or neighborhood leaders actively engaged in forwarding the e~t'1sion program. _ 
(a)  Adult work ___ __ (l) Men------- --~ -- (b) 4-H Club and older yout h work_ _________ { (l) Men _________ L7=__ (3) Older club boys -----~-----D. __ _ 
(2) Women _____ 3____ ____ (2) Women ___________ 9-_ (4) Older club girls -------5?:-01 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL PLANNING 
r 
42. Name of the county agricultural planning (over-al planning) group, if any, sponsored by the E xtension Service _dr~--~-H~ __ f~ 
43. Number of mem~ers of such county agricultural planning group: / rf' ~--"·-~-·7 -
(a) Unpaid lay members: (1) Men ___________________________________________ ;3-__ 7 _ (2) Women ____________________________ f}___ (3) Youth- ---------------------------___ Q 
(b) Paid representatives of public agencies or other agencies, or of organizations: (1)  M en ________________________________ Q___ (2) Women ________________ ,__ ,_____________ Q _ 
44. Number of communities with agricultural planning commitee (over-al planning) -------------------~"------g ____________________________ ':-_ ______ · ____________ (a_ 
45. Number of members of such community planning commitees: (a) Men _______ _____ 3-_7-_ (b) Women ____________ J _/___ (c) Youth _______________ _: _______________ ____ Q _ 
46. Was a county commitee r eport prepared and released during the year? (a) Yes ----------:---------g~--- (b) N o _____________________________________ Q _ 
Extension orfa;'ization and County agricultural 
planning • planning 1 
00 W 00 
T otal I 
l
(l) Home demonstration agents ___________________________ c _________________________ /fjk ____________________ -2._ __ __ ---------- ~-9/ :z_ 
(2) 4-H Club agents __________________________________ ~ -__________ ' ___________________ ~ __________ -___________ _,£) _______________ -•. ______________ 0 
47. Days devoted to line of work by-(3) Agricultural agents ___________________ · _______________________________________________ t? _________________________ ./2 ______________________________ .:Z 1 
(4) State extension workers ___________ { (!)-County_~~~~~::::: :::::::::::0:: :::::::::~:: ::::::: : ::: ~ 
48. Number of planning meetings held __________________________________________________ (
2
) Communit y __________________ O _______________________ /  ________________________ / , l 
49, Number of unpaid voluntary leaders or commiteemen assisting this year _________ ___________________________ 3-_ '7.!__ __________________ {2 __ ---------- -~-? .,.-
50. Days of assistance rendered by voluntary leaders or commiteemen______________________________________ _ _ ________ L_-6_ .L-- 0 -------~---, (., ~ 
1 Where extension program planning and county agricultural planning (over-e.11 ple.nnlng) have been completely merged into a slnglo program-planning e.ctivlty, only column (c) should be lUled out. Where extension 1 
proif8ll planning is the only planning activity, the entries in columns (a) and (c) wil be identical. In al other cases column (c) Is the sum of columns (a) and (b). l&--2&ou.-. 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and 
older youth 
51. Days devoted to line of work by-
Com 
(a) 





















1;1 ~~}?~~;,:·"'_ :::-:::; :::=-~ _; ::::::: ~ :::::=:! ::=::~ :::::~ :=:=:=:; ::::=, ~:::::=:~ ::: ::=:; 
52, ~~~ ~ c~~~t~t!~s ~~;"hich ________ _/ __________ ;2., ______________ cf _____________ ,!_ -------~ ___________ 1._ ------0 -_______ /:z _, ____________ O -1-------o. 
53
· N~:i=it~~:~~U:;~~Is£~c:\:;~~ror. _________ s _____________ I _____________ ,;,' _ -----· 7 ______________ o ______________ }. ------o_ --· ,2".5--------~ -1 _________ _a __ 
54. Number of farmon a&si!lcd !bu year in-
(1) Obtaining improved varie-
ties or strains of seed __________ . _, ____ _b ___________ .;2. ____________ .,;] __________ /_J:' ________ ./,:l.'_ ------/. ___________ () __________ 3/. ____________ O. ____________ e; 
~ ~ ~: :: :! ~=t~zers:~::~=: ::::::1: ~::~:~::J: ::::/;: :::: f i: ::::it::::::;: ::::::~: ::> jJ~ ::::./2 ~: ::::::: 
~ ~ ~::;:;!~:o~s8::ts. -----~--------~-_____ .;z_g_ _____________ ;_____________ ; _ -----~ _________ :_ __ --~:2_ ------~-___________ :_ 
(6) Controling noxious weeds ____________ _a __ ------------0--__________ ,a ______________ L:J ______________ € __ -----------a;>--_______ -,o ______________ a_ ___ -·--·--·---P---------GJ.-
(7) Controling rodents and · 
other animals ______________________ C? ____________ t!? ------=-____________ o_ ------=-------------=-_________ ~ ______________ ) -!-------61-----------0--
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
es turkeys) 
H d I Poultry Dairy catle I Beel catle I Sheep I Swine I0~:;j an (Including I Other lvestocl<• 
-------------------------------I (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) _____Jg)_ 
1
(1) Home demonstration agents _______________________ /:)_ ___________ Q ____________ §2 _____________ c.?-_ ··----"·----.a ------~£:. _________ __{';? __ _ 
55. Days devoted to line of work by-<2) 4-H Club agents ____________________ : __ ~_ :-_----./.2 _____________ /:! __ --~-· _______ <2._ ________ Lt--------~ ____________ .;? ___________ C?. __ _ 
(3) Agricultural agents ______________________ -----,#_ . ___________ 3 ____________ .O __________________ ·-------___________ (;, _______ _____ 6 
( 4) State extension workers ___________________________ £ __ ------~-__________ (2 ____________ d_ _______ ·- ,:2_ _______ (;,!:._'J'. __________ ,:2 __ _ 
56. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ______________________ .;2. __ 7: ________ 2._!,l ____ "':':_ _____ ~---__ : _______ .£_ -----.2-__ ,:;2. __ .7-_J. ___________ (2 __ _ 
57. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year _____ ·----------~--__________ / ____ ·---------~---___________ /. _____________ <?. ______________ '£ ____________ {;} __ _ 
58. N ~~~:is~~~r~:i~~~:rcles_ or clubs or improvement associations_ organized ___ /1/-t:T. ____ _2. ~---__________ t:; ___ -----~J: __________ 0 _____________ 0 ----------~---




{bl!r;1!~ i~f e!~~:~:fo~=i~:s re0!or~~p:ro!~f~:!_~~~~-~~~~!~~-8-. ____________ t)_ ___________ 3 ______________ & ______________ Q _ -----~ ______ _o_ ---------~ -----°--
61. Numbe(l)f itl:~~;s;:tr!~~1!!.~~=-------------------------,-----,---~-.:~--~---·_}_ ____________ l._ __ ---~----D-____________ 0_ -------------~ ______ /# -----~--
(2) Obtaining purebred or high-grade females ___________________________________________ ;J. ______ .,1_2.. ____________ Q _____________ a ____________ o _________ ":i_'q. ____________ (:) __  
~ ~ ~!:~:;:/::o~:~t;e:~i:~~--:~:~~-~~~~:~=~~-~:~-~=:~=~~: .:~_:_:_:i __ -~-:;_; __ -~-~-=-~--~-:.:.:.~--~-:.:_:_~ :~~il -~-~-:_:;_ 
( 5) Controling external parasites __ : ________________________________________________________ "2___ ---~-3. __________ __12 _______________ Q ______________ .Q _____ ":._fl_1t_ ----------D __ . 
(6) Controling diseases and internal parasites _______________________________ -----:2--___________ !_ _____________ Q _____________ .,:L ____________ £)_ -·----~£ -----~-__ 
(7) Controling predatory animals ________________________________________________________ ()._ _____________ Q ______________ ()_ _____________ Q ____________ (2_ ------fi-_________ Q ___ _ 
t Do not Include rabbits, game, and fur animals, which should be reported under wildl!;i. 18-2807~ 
0) 
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 1 
Include all work with adults, 4-Il Club members, and older youth 
62. Days devoted to line of work by-






(1) Home demonstration agcnts----------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------------- __________ (£:) 1---------------- ___________ aJ. _________________ ________ .t2 
(2) 4-H Club agents _________________ -------------------------------------------------------------------------
(3) Agricultural agents _________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________ j . ____ ____________ __ ________ I _______________________ . __ _ _,o 
( 4) State extension workers _______ ___ ____ _________ ________________________________________________________ _____________________ _____ __ /. __________ ________________ t:? ________ ___ _ __________ _ __ _a 
63. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ___________________________________________ _________ , ________________ L._ ______________________ ___ j ________________________ -- ~-
64. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assistivg this ye!l.r ____________________________ ______________________________ (2. __________________________ /2 ________________________ .___ (2 
Soil and Water-Continued 
65. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) With problems of land use _____________ _______ _ 
(b) In the use of crop rotations ___________________ _ 
(c) With strip cropping _____________________ : _______ _ 
(d) In constructing terraces ______________________ _ 
(e) In grassing waterways or otherwise pre-
venting or controlling gullies ______________ _ 
(.fJ With contour farming of cropland __________ _ 
(g) In contouring pasture or range ______________ _ 
(h) In the use of cover or green-manure crops __ 
(i) In otherwise controlling wind or water 
erosion.. __________________________________ ________ _ 
(fJ In summer-fallowing ____________________________ _ 
(k) In making depth-of-moisture tests __________ _ 
(Z) With drainage ___________________________________ _ 
(m) With irrigation.. __________________________________ _ 
(n) With land clearing _____________________________ _ 
66. Number of farmers-
(a) In soil-conservation districts which were 
assisted with education for organization 
or operations this year ____________________ _ 
(b) Assisted in arranging for farm-conserva-
tion plans this year ___________________ ___ ____ _ 
(c) Assisted in doing work based on definite 
farm-conservation plans this year ________ _ 




---- --------------------- t2 
. --·-··--- -·---- --·--- --·-1!2. 
-.. --------····-. ··----___ .o . 
·-·-··-· .. -----·---·--·---Q-







67. Number of farmers assisted this yea.r-
(a) In reforesting new areas by plantin~ with 
small trees. (Include erosion·cOntrol 
plantings) ..... ·--···------··------··---~----·--
(b) In making improved thinnings, weedings 
or pruning of forest trees------·-··-----·--·-
(c) With selection cutting ________ ···-·---·----·--··· 
(d) With production of naval stores------------·-
(e) With production of maple·sirup products .. _ 
(!J In timber estimating and appraisaL ____ . __ _ 
68. Number of farmers cooperating this year in preven-
tion of forest fires.·-·--··--------·-·----·--··--····-···-··-·-
Wildlife--Continued 
69. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In construction or management of ponds 
-----
. -- --· --·--------·-'-
)~~::::~:::::'.::~~; ~ 
·--·--··---·------··-·-·..3.. 
for fish.·-···-····---·----··-··-·············--- ·--·-··-··-·-··----·-.t:J 
(b) In protection of wildlife areas, such as 
stream banks, odd areas, field borders, 
marshes, and ponds, from fire or live-
stock _____ ····-···········-·-··----···-····-····· 
(c) In planting of edible wild fruits and nuts 
in hedges, stream banks, odd areas, and 
field borders --·····-···--··-·······-·-····--· ·· ··----··-···········--·-···o 
(d) With other plantings for food and pro-
tection in wild.life areas_·----·-··-········· ·-·······-····---··--··---··.O 
l&-2807-
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
FARM MANAGEMENT 
Farm accounts1 cost records, inventories, etc. 
(a) 
Individual farm planning, 
adjustments,' tenancy, 








(1) Home demonstration agents _____________________________ _________________________ .,a_ ___________________________ £ ___________________________ Q_ ----------------- -------- d 
,. /,;,".,"~,.~~~t'i~11:i r~~:~:;::,k,,,::::=:::::::::::::::::::::_ : = ::::::::::::::=::::::::::~ -::: -:::=:::=::::: :::~- :::::::: ::::=::::=:::::~: ::::::::::::·:·:·----~ 
71. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _______________________ _____________ }{'_ ___________________________ g ___________________________ er _____________________ / "7 __ _ 
72. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this 




Number of farm-surveyl(a) Farm business ____________ _ 
records taken during (b) Enterprise __________________ _ 
the year: (c) Other ___________ _____________ _ 
75. Number of farmers assisted this year-Continued. 
(e) In getting started in farming, or in re-
locating ________ _______________________ __ ________ _ 
Number of farmersl(a) Farm inventory ____ ___________ _ 
assisted this year in (b) General farm records ________ _ 
keeping- . (c) Enterprise records ___________ _ 
(f) With credit problems (debt adjustment 
and financial plans) ____________________ _ 
(g) In using "outlook" to make farm adjust,. 
Number of farmers assisted this year- men ts -----------------------------------------
(a) In developing a farm plan only _____________ _ (h) With a farm-income statement for tax 
(b) In developing a farm and home plan _____ _ purposes---------------------------------------
(c) In analyzing the farm business ______________ _ (£) With farm-labor problems ______ ___________ ___ _ 
(d) In improving landlord-tenant relations 0) In developing supplemental sources of in-
and leasing arrangements _________________ _ come ___________________________________________ _ 
GENERAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS RELATED TO AGRICULTURE 
Include nil work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
Price and trade policies 
(prices, International 





Land policy and r,rograms 
(classification or and ton-
ing, tenure, land develop-
ment, settlement, public-
land management, etc.) 
(b) 
Public finance and services 
(taxation, local govern-
ment, facilities such as 
roads and schools !or rural 
areas, etc.) 
(c) 
______________________ cf!_ __ 




Rural wel!are (rural-urban 
relationships. part - time 
farming, problems of peo-
ple in low-income areas, mi-
gration, population adjust-




~n:':r ~::::, to( 1;1 r~~~~f:~~;~:,~,oW :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ): ::::::::::::: :::::::::::::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::; _: :::::::::::::::::i; 
77. 
78. 
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ ___________ ___ ____________ f2_ _ ___________________________ ,:>_ _________________________ t:,! _ ___________________________ ,£ 
Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year __ --------------------------"-- _____ ______________________ O_ --------------------------0-- ________ ___ ___________ J___z 
79. Number of tours conducted this year to observe economic and social conditions in various land use areas ______________________________________________ _ ---- -____________________ o 
80. Number of local groups (town and county officials, school boards, tax collectors, assessors, etc.) assisted this year in discussing problems of local 
government, puolic finance, and farming conditions related to these problems ________________________________________________________________________________ _ ----------------------------0 
81. Number of displaced families assisted this year in finding employment (agricultural and nonagricultural) _______________________________________________ _ -------------------------- __ / 
82. Number of nonagricultural p;roups to which any of the above economic and social problems have been presented and discussed this year ________ _ ------------------------- __ Q 
1 Include all work on !arm adjustments conducted in cooperation with A.A.A and other agencies, and not definitely related to individual crop or livestock production or marketing (pp. 6 and O) or to soil mnnagement 
(p. 7). 10-28074-1 
Include al work with adults, t-H Club members, and older 
youth 
83. Days devoted to line of work by-
General 
(a) 
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
Grain and I Livestock 
hay and wool 1 
Dairy J Poultry and J Frult"8 and 
products eggs 1 vegetables 
(b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
Forest 
Tobacco, Home prod-
Coton I I sugar, rice, products and other ucts and 
co=odities crafts 
(q) I (h) _ _____JiL_ __ (J)_ 
(2) 4-H Club agents _____________________________________________ ---· ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Purchasing 





(1) Home demonstration agents ______________ .Q_ ...... 12. ___________ zj ________  Q_________ L:J ____________ zj ___ ___ __ ,a_ -----------<9 ___________ dl, ___ ______ <:/, ___ _____ - - ~ -
(3) Agricultural a.gents ____________ · ____________ t). ___________ /_ __________ ,P ________ c2. _________ 0__________ £, _________ __ Q ________ __ -f _________ e) 
1 
__________ f _ I__ ·--./ _2.., 
. -'---· --1-1------DI--_____ 0 .1 _____ ;:t..£"! .. ______ 0_ 1 ________ -I ·I--------· (4) State extension workers. _________ , ____________ _ 
84. Number of communities in which work fj 
was conducted this year _____________________ J ________ QJ ___ ___ ___ [__J ____________ J _________ Q _J ______ j_Q __ 1-----E-I-·-·-·--=-
. -,-----0 --··--__ .J 
________ x_t -___ __ () ______ o____________ ; 
85. Number of voluntary local leaders or 
commiteemen assisting this year _________ _ --~~J ___ ,:2_,6_~,. _______ (?._, ____ _____ g_ __ _ ,_____ __ a _J __________ .a i_ _______ o __i _____ ;i.. s-
86. Number of new cooperatives 2 assisted in 
organizing during the year ______________ _ -C--1------~ -1-------1-- ----' ·-1- ----C .I------D-I-- ---D1-------""1 -.; I ---------G -
87. Number of established cooperatives 2 as-
sisted during the year _____________________ J _______ a_, ________  _
88. Number of members 2 in the cooperatives 
assisted during the year (questions 86 
and 87) _________________________________________ , ___________ o , _________  
~,-----0 .1 __________ 1._1 _____ -· ____ 0.J __________ Qj__ -~----01-------0.1 -------0 
6-4 ·--1----------.;;----1--------------1-------- I - -
89. Value of products sold or purchased by 
cooperatives assisted during the year 
(questions 86 and 87) 2 ___________________ J $ _______ .CJ $f:~%~~ $ ________ !-;?_j $ ___________ j $ _________ .q_j $ _______ G> __ j $ ________ !.f?.j $--------~-! $ _________ ,._I $-----~I $ __________ ,;, 
90. Number of farmers or families (not mem-
co 
~~  Y:rcooperatives) _assisted_ during _J _____ /_2 __ 1 _______ .;2.31 _____ .,2.31 __________ ;J_ ______ 9 JI--·_ ____ J.I _____ -____ 0 J___ __% -1------0l------al----~~ -
91. Value of products sold or purchased by 
farmers or families involved in the pre- 'Jt11,~o 
ceding question. ______________________________ _ 
:2 
7,.3~ . 
$ _______ .QJ $--------~-~ ________ g.i $.~~.P-~-1 $~1.Z'l.L/.tb 
92. Number of private marketing and distributing agencies and trade groups assisted this year ______________________________________________________________ _ ---------------------__ f)_ 
93. Number of programs 3 pertaining to marketing agreements, orders, surplus removal or Lend-Lease purchases assisted in or conducted this year . 
94. Number of marketing facilities improvement programs 3 participated in or conducted this year-------------------------------------------------- _______ __________________ .a 
95. Number of marketing surveys assisted with or conducted this year _____________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
----------------------· ---0 
96. Number of special merchandising programs 3 participated in or conducted this year __________________________________________________________________________ _ --------------------------0 
97. Number of consumer information programs 3 pertaining to marketing and distribution participated in or conducted this year ____________________ _ ---·-------------_____ L 
98. Number of programs 8 relating to marketing services and costs of distribution conducted this year _____________________________ _ 
99. Number of programs 8 relating to transportation problems conducted this year ____________________________ ___________ ~-:_ _____________ _ 
100. Number of programs 8 relating to the specific use of market information conducted this year_______________________________________________________ _ _______________ -___________ c:Q. 
101. Number of other marketing programs 8 conducted this year (specify) _____________________________________ : _ _i:_ ______ : ____ _-________________________________________ _ __________________________ .?! 
1 Include livestock, poultry, and hatching eggs purchased for breeding, replacement, or reeding purposes. 
• Where a cooperative association serves more than one county, include only the membership and proportionate volume or business originating in the county covered by this report. 
• Organized pieces of work. 111--2807 4-1 
102. 
103. 
HOUSING, FARMSTEAD IMPROVEMENT, AND EQUIPMENT 









Days devoted to line of work by-
(1) Home demonstration agents.. __________ -___________ -_________________________________________ !/ I ________________ · ________ .E/ __________________________ (? ______________ ___ __________ ?? 
(2) 4-H Club a.gen ts _____________________________________________ · _________ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------
(3) Agricultural agents ____________ -. ____________________ ' __________________________________________ o. __________________________ /:? __________________________ g _________ . ______ __________ .c/ 
( 4) State extension workers ____________________________________________________________________________ 6 ___________________________ .0 ______________ · ___________ (). ___ ________________________ o 
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ ---------··--·-"----------':!-- __________________________ /2_ ----·-------·-··-·---------~-__________________________ 4=, 
104. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this ._'i . I. _______ -, ___ · ____ ·. ______ e I __________________________ p _ 1___________________________ o year _________________ ---·----·-·--·-----------------------------------· ... ----------· I - ---- -- --- - --
The House, Furnishings, and Surroundings-Continued 
105. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Constructing dwellings ______________________ _ 
(b) Remodeling dwellings _________________________ _ 
(c) Installing sewage systems ________________ _ 
(d) Installing water systems ___________________ _ 
(e) Installing heating systems ___________ ____ ___ _ 
(f) Providing needed storage space ____________ _ 
(g) Rearranging or improving kitchens _______ _ 
(h) Improving arrangement of rooms (other 
than kitchens) _______________________________ _ 
(i) Improving methods of repairing, remodel-
ing, or refinishing furniture or furnish-
ings __________________________________________ _ 
(J) Selecting housefurnishings or equipment 
(other than electric) ________________________ _ 
(k) Improving housekeeping methods ________ _ 
(l) Laundry arrangement ________________________ _ 
(m) Installing sanitary closets or outhouses __ _ 
(n) Screening or using other recommended 
methods of controlling flies or other 
insects. ___________________________________ ___ ___ _ 
(o) Improving home grounds ___________________ _ 
(p) Planting windbreaks or shelterbelts ______ _ 
·-----------··--·--------3 . 
-----····-------------------0 
. - -· ·----- --- - -- . ·-- ·-- .. - __ i) 
- ··--··--- ---------------- __ Q 
------. --·--· -·-- ---·----- _{2 
--------------·-· ---------_,/;}--, ___________________ / ~-9 
Rural Electrification-Continued 
106. Number of associations organized or assisted this 
year to obtain electricity _______________________________ _ 
107. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Obtaining electricity ___________________________ _ 
(b) Selection or use of electric lights or home 
electrical equipment ________________________ _ 
(c) Using electricity for income-producing 
purposes ______________________________________ _ 
Farm Buildings-Continued 
108. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The construction of farm buildings _______ _ 
(b) Remodeling or repairing farm buildings __ 
(c) Selection or construction of farm-building 
eq ui pmen t ____ . ______________ . ________________ _ 
----------------·. -----... _o 
····-·-··· ·-· ------··-----' . 
---· ··----------· ··-·-____ Q. 
····-··------··-·····-··-C> __ 
________________ ____ _____ /a 
--·--·----------··------···.o 
-··----------·-·--····--··-0 
Farm Mechanical Equipment-Continued 
109. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The selection of mechanical equipment._. 
(b) Making more efficient use of mechanical 
equipment ... ·-·---------------------·--·--··-· 
110. Number of farmers following instructions in the 
maintenance and repair of mechanical equipment 
this year·-·----·-·---··········--·-------·--·--·-·---·-······ 
111. Number of gin stands assisted this year in the better 
··---···--·-···--···-------0 




lnclude al work with adults, 4-H Club members and older youth 
NUTRITION AND HEALTH 
Home production of family 
food supply 
(a) 




Food selection and 
preparation 
(c) 
Other health and safety 
work 
(ct) 
112. Days devoted to line of work by: 
(1) Home demonstration agents_____________________________________________ _ _________________________ ft _______ --_______________ -'?/-1--___ :~_-____ ~-_______ 4.a 1-_________________________ .:3 
~ ~ ~!c~:~g::ts __________________ , ________ ----------------------------____ ' · __________________ ~ ________ -__________________ ?J __________________________ ~ -___________________________ O 
(4) State extension workers _____________________________________________________________________________ (:) ____ ,-_________ ' _________ 0 __________________________ O ____________________________ & 
113. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _______________ : · ___________________ q__ ---=-=---------'1 ---------------------------?-----------------------------~ 
114. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year ___________________________ ,5/_ ---"-~-_-_____________ ;3_J_ -----------~-;__ _________________________ ;:)_) 
115. Number of families assisted this year-
(a) In improving diets ________________________ _ 
(b) With food preparation __________________ _ 
(c) In improving food supply by making 
changes in home food production 1 __ 
(1) Of vegetables ___________________ _ 
(2) Of fruits __________________________ _ 
(3) Of meats _________________________ _ 
( 4) Of milk __________________________ _ 
(5) Of poultry and eggs __________ _ 
(d) With home butchering, meat cuting 
or curing _________________________________ _ 
(e) With buter or cheese making ________ _ 
(f) With food preservation problems 1 ___ · 
(1) Canning ___________________________ ,
(2) Freezing __________________________ _ 
(3) Drying ____________________________ _ 
( 4) Storing ___________________________ _ 
(i") In producing and preserving home 
food supply according to annual 
food-suppiy budget _________________ _ 
(j) In canning according to a budget __ _ 
(k) With child-feeding problems __________ _ 
(l) In the prevention of colds and other 
________________ , __ 7.5-__ , 115(g) FOOD PRESERVATION BY ADULTS 
________________ g LI ___  
-------------_ .12 




______________ .}2/17 __ _
__________________ /f(o --





Meats and fish 
(c) 
1. Quarts canned _____ ___________ .,;2._/;t!.L,5:_(2_ ________ .,2_a-f 4i£ __________________ L.f,(.J{!c_ 
2. Galons brined ______ ------------------------------------------------------------____________________________ _ 
3. Pounds· Dried 2 6 ____________________________ tD _ ___________________________ !) __________________________ C)_ 
:· ~=r:~ 6_: ::::::: -·:::::: : ::::3/ ,;L:?" ,5~ ::::$!a <1 ~ ~ 
6. · Frozen '--__________________________ ./2 __ ________ s_ __ ~_i.:$._z_<:}_-: __________ a3.;2.,A7.t/_Q_ I-' 
7. Number of different families represented by the above figures ____ _________________ l__.f{_.2:_ ""' 
______________________ __!} ___ 115(h) FOOD PRESERVATION BY 4-H CLUB MEMBERS 
____________________ 3g__ Fruits Vegetables Meats and fish 
.5- ________ (a) (b) (c) 
::::::::: ,. :: ; j, ~: ~:O~s c::~::: ·::: 3:;i. :/: '-;, :::: ::: ~ ~: {f-: ~ ::: _ ::: _ :: . _ ::::::~ 
3. Pounds· Dried 2 6 ___ 1--------------o ___________________ -__________ () __________________________________ {) 
4. 
------------------_______ .£2__ I 5. 




_ 1----------D _______ 1------------_Q _________________________________ _o 
~:~ ,_: ::: ·_::::~::~ :~:~: :::~::~:~::~: ~~:_:_ :~::~~:::::~:.::~::~ 
common diseases_______________________ -------------------------. 
(m) With positive preventive measures to improve health (immunization for typhoid, diphtheria, smalpox, etc.) __________________________ _ --------------D 
( n) With first-aid or home nursing ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
( o) In removing fire and accident hazards __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
----___________________ .o 
_________________________ cf:} 
116. Number of schools assisted this year in establishing or maintaining hot school lunches ______________________________________________________________________ _ -------------____ _c) 
117. Number of nutrition or health clinics organized this year through the efforts of extension workers _______________________________________________________ _ 
1 Sum of the subitems minus duplications due to families participating in more than one activity. 
'Weight of finished product after drying. 
• Weight of product before curing. 
' Include contents of locker plants and home freezer units. 
• Do not Include vine-matured peas and beans. 
16-26074-4 
CLOTHING, FAMILY ECONOMICS, PARENT EDUCATION, AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
Home management ,_ Cl hin d U Family relationships-child Recreation and 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth family economics ot g an text es development community lfe 
00 00 00 00 
118. ~ ~ ~~~::• / 1;1 ~~~2~;:~onts ::::::=::~' : .:: ::::::::::t ~::::::=:==::=:: ; : :::=: . ,:::::::~ :::::::::::=: ~ 
119. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ ---------------'/.----------~----SL _________________________ CJ ________________________ ____ <j 
120. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year __ ----------:3-1-_____________________ :J_l_ ____________________________ 6_ ______________________ ca.;_ 
Home Management-Family Economics-Continued 
121. Number of families assisted this year--
(a) With time-management problems _________ _ 
(b) With home accounts _______________________ _ 
(c) With financial planning ______________________ _ 
(d) In improving use of credit for family 
living expenses ______________________________ _ 
(e) In developing home industries as a 
means of supplementing income _______ _ 
122. Number of home demonstration clubs, other con-
sumer associations or groups assisted this year wit h 
cooperative buying of-
------------;:J _")_ 
_____ ____________________ (7_ 
------------. d -
-- -------------------__ {2 
(a) Food_ _______________ -__ ·___ -_____________________ _ ___________________ , ____ (2 
(b) Clothing __ __ ________ -_-------------------- __________________________ () 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment___________ ------------ ------
(d) General household supplies_____________ ______  _ __________________________ {?_ 
123. Number of families assisted this year through coop-
erative associations 2 or individualy, wit h the 
buying of-
(a) Food ___________ .---------------------
(b) Clothing _________________________________________ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment _________ _ 
(d) General household supplies ________________ __ _ 
124. Total number of different families assisted this  year 
with consumer-buying problems (includes ques-
tion 123 (a), (b), (c), and (d) minus duplicationsL 
125. Number of families assisted this year with "making 
versus buying" decisions _____________________________ _ 
126. Number of families assisted this year in using timely 
economic information to make buying decisions or 
other adjustments in family living ________________ _ 
--------------~ 
0 ------------------
_: ________________________ ;_;_ 
_____________________ ;_ _{)_ 
__________________ /_§: 
NoTE.-lndividual families and groups assisted with seling problems should 
be reported in column (j), page 9. 
Clothing and Textiles-Continued 
127. Number of families assisted this year with-
(a) Clothing-construction problems_____________ ----------------~ 
(b) The selection of clothing and textiles______ -------------------~ 
(c) Care, renovation, remodeling of clothing__ -" ______________________ __ '}_ 
(d) Clothing accounts or budgets________________ --------------------"-"-----(?._ 
Family Relationships-Child Development--Continued 
128. Number of families assisted this year--
(a) With child-development and guidance 
problems______________________________________ _ ____________________ a 
(b) In improving family relationships________ -------------------~ 
129. Number of families providing recommended cloth-
ing, furnishings, and play equipment for children 
this year ---------------------------------
130. Number of different individuals participating this 
year in child-development and parent-education 
programs: (a) Men __________________________ ____________ 
(b) Women __________________________________ _ 
131. Number of children in families represented by such 
o .. ---------------~ 
:::::::~ _________ ::~ 
individuals__________________________________________________  _ ______ ·----------€2 
Recreation and Community Life--Continued 
132. Number of families assisted this year in improving 
home recreation.________________________________________ ----------- ~ "Z. 
133. Number of communities assisted this year in improv-
ing community recreational facilities _______________ _ 
134. Number of community groups assisted this year 
with organizational problems, programs of activi-
ties, or meeting programs ________________________________ _ 
135. Number of communities! (a) Club or commooily house _______ _ 
assisted this year in (b) Permanent camp ______ 
establishing - . (c) Commuruty rest rooms_ 
136. Number of communities assisted this year in pro-
viding library facilities _________________________________ _ 
137. Number of school or other community grounds im-
proved this year according to recommendatione _ _ 
.. ---------------~ ..-·-




_____ ____________________ .J{) 
() 
1 The house-its arrangement, eqwpment, and furnishings, including kitchen improvements and care of the house-ls reported under "The house, furnishings and surroundings," p. 10. 
1 Includes question 122; also Camlies buying throu11:h marketing cooperatives, organized or assisted, column (k), p . D. 
l&-2807 -
• 
SUMMARY OF 4-H CLUB BOYS' AND GIRLS' PROJECTS 
(One club member may engage In two or more projects. The sum of the projects is therefore greater than the number of different club members enroled) 
Number of boys Number of girls Number or boys Number or girls Number of units involved In 
enroled enroled completing completing completed projects 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Project 
138. Corn _____________________ .---------·----------------------------------__________________ (JI ____ · ________ 0 -----_____________ I--------------------6 -------------------------,.Z,. ______________ Acres 
139. Other cereals----------------------------------------------------___________________ P _____________ 0 ______________________ t? ____________________ 6 ______________________________ O _____________ Acres 
140. Peanuts------------------------------------------------------------__ ---------__ (2 _____________ p __________ , _------"--__________________ o _____________________________ a ______________ Acres 
141. Soybeans, field peas, alfalfa, and other legumes __________ ---------°--___________ Q _________ J __________ .Q __________ -----------~---------___________________ a _______________ Acres 
: ~:~~.w,:~ =~:;on:~=:::::: :=::::: : ::: :::::: ~ : : ::::~ :::::1 :: : _: ! : ::J:  ::; :: : ::=: =_-:; ::-:::: 1: 
145. Tobacco ____________ ·--------------------------------------------------___________________ C, __ -----0 -----------if? ______________________ .c, __________________________ f"..,__. _____________ Acres 
146. Fruits ________________________________________________ . _·--------______ ' ___________ Il ____________ 0 ------___________ O ______________________ Q _________ ------------------O ________________ Acres 
147. Home gardens ___________________________________________________________________ .,f_,:;--_____ /:I) g _____ ---___________ fl _______________ /LI-----__________ /.12 •:J ______________ Acres 
148. Market gardens, truck and canning crops _____________________________________ !?. _____________ q ______________________ /,!_ ______________________ f?. __________________________ £ _________________ Acres 
149. Other crops (including pasture improvement) ________________________________ {) ______ -:-: ____ _!;? _______________________ {? ______________________ _12 ___________________________ (2 _________________ Acres 
150. Poultry (including turkeys)--------------------------_____ __________________ .,2_-:_ _ '{_ ______ j__;_q_ __________________ j___Q. _____ 
0 
________ .L:2,J:!-. _________ ----~/6/:--------· Birds 
151. Dairy catle ____________________________________________________________________________ t, _____________ {) ______________________ J ______________________ 0 _________________________ ~ _____________ Animals 
152. Beef catle ____________________________________________________________ --------~-2. _____________ () __________________ / _7 ______________________ .o ____________________ a O -------------Animals 
153. Sheep ________________________________ • -------------------------------_________________ t:> _____ · _______ () _____________________ t!J ___________ ____________ Q _________ ---------------0 ______________ Animals 
~~: ~::s and mules::::_--~~~=::~, ::::::::::::::: ::::::~:z ::·::::: ~~:::::: ::::: ~:::::: ::::::~:::. J: .::::3:!::::::: 1: ~ 
. I ~ 155a. Rabbits ______________________________________________________________________________ J ___ _________ 0 ______________________ Q _______________________ Q ________________________ 0 _______________ Animals 
156. Other livestock _____ . __________________________________________________________________ 9. ______ ----~---__________________ Q _______________________ (? _______ ~ ________________ Q_ _______________ Animals 
157. Bees ________________________________________________ _ ---------_____ . _ '----f-/ _____________ 12 ______________________ Q___ ·----,------ID _______________________ 0 ________ .!)._ Colonies 
158. Beautification of home grounds _______________________________________________ .{2 _____ .L:l __t'j_ ______________________ ()_ ______________ ,.(.fil:-_}_ __________ x  x  x .i.: x  x  x  x  x  x  x x x 
159. Forestry ______________________________________ ----------------_________ (2 _______________ Cl _____________________ _a ___________ I __----~ ________________________________________ ,t;) Acres 
160. Wildlife and nature study (game and fur animals) ______________________ .&, ______________ .f2. _______________ "::. ____ .,:; _______________________ Q __________ x  x x x x x x x x  x x x x 
A . ult l . . f  h l t . ·t t t ,, 0 . , {----------~-Articles made 161. gnc ura engmeenng, arms op, e ec nCI y, rac or _________________ u ______ ,
1 
____ --- -------------__________ (2 _______________________ !)___________ tJ . . 
__________________ Articles repa1red 
162. Farm management _______________________________________________ --------~---: __ .':_ _____ e ____________ ------~------___________ Q __________ X  X  X  X X X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
F d l t
. t· d/ b ki , ./ h Ci (} / n z - _ J _____ /._If ~p ___ Meals planned 163. oo seec 10n, prepara 10n, an or a· ng ________________________________ _., ______ -__ .; __ (--------------------------------------____ .,(._~.a, ___________ l/& 4 0 
_______________________ Meals served 
164. Food preservation. (Include frozen foods) _________________________________ /2 _______ /_"j_1._ ______ ~---__________ «_ _______________ /_;2=.__J_-: ______ i ______ 9-_7.,:La ___ Quarts preserved 
165. Health, home nursing, and first aid ___________________ : ______ ------ () ______ . _(__;J_f _____ : _____ -_ __________ !) ________________ j __ ~ _J:-: ______ _. x  x x x  x  x  x x x  x  x  x x 
165a. Child care ___________________________________________________________ --------'2----i--- --(?_ _____________ l" ________ t!) _________________________ ({? __ ---x x  x  x  x x x x x x x  x x 
166. Clothing ______________________________________________________________ !------_o ______ j/J_f------------·o ------____ j ~~------1 f) __________ ; __ (2 ___ Garments made 
I _____________ Garments remodeled 
--------------__________ (;' -----------___________ Q__ _ ___ -----·------------£) __ Units 167. Home management (housekeeping)--------------------------1------------,9---------
· { ---------------t>. Rooms 
------------------------ tJ 
· -------------------------------Articles 
~ ~~  ~:o: :~::;p~~-~-~:~-~~~~~~_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:~:.-:::::j. ::::::!::=::: I= ::~::::::: ::::~::::::: :::::;:: ::::1-~·-~-·; ;-~-~-~-:-;-_; ":':'~ 
~;~: ~;t:~~;~;~;-~:~~;~~~~-~:~-~~~~;~~~;~)-_-_-:::.-.-:.-:· ::1£:~:::::1:2-za::~:: :_:1~"il::::: ::1-~4:~::] : : : : : : : : : : : : : 




4-H CLUB MEMBERSHIP 1 
173. Number of 4-H Clubs. ------------·------------·---------------------________ 77 __ 
174. Number of different 4-H Club 
members enroled_ __________________ (a) Boys t ___ Ltf:._J__ (b) Girls 3 __ /~---,-
175. Number of different 4-H Club 
members completing _____________ (a) Boys'----~#--(b) Girls i __ L_,A_~ -
176. Number of. dil'erent 4-H Club . / _ 
members m school__ ______________ (a) Boys __ /£__7-___ (b) Gu-ls _____ ~ __6-_ 
177. Number of different 4-H Club 
members out of schooL __________ (a) Boys __________ 4? ____ (b) Girls ____________ ~--
178. Number of different 4-H Club /, 
members from farm homes ______ (a) Boys ______ ~Z-(b) Girls _______ a __ ?--
WORK WITH OLDER RURAL YOUTH 
185. Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension 
work with older rural youth ---------------------------------------
186. Membership in such groups ______________ {(a) Young men _______ _ 
(b) Young women ___ _ 
187. Number of memhers 
by school I In school 
status 
and age ~ 
(1) Young 










25 years and 
older 
il. 
men _____ 1----:-:-:--1- .,.. 1 .__ .__ (2) Young -------------11-------1---<------1------·-
'----
women.1------~-----'--------I/ -1 ~ I L---------··---- -1----~-,-------
179. Number of different 4-H Club J 
members from nonfarm homes __ (n) Boys ___________ t"_ (b) Girls _____ _(' __ ~ ~ 188. Number of meetings of older rural youth extension groups __ _ 
Number of Different 4-H Club Members Enroled: 




1st year __________________ }2.J. _________ /4:j ____ _ 
2d_ ________________________ j'7 _____ --;J ~ --· 
3c1_ ______________________ /,I:-o __________ ~ _2-__ _ 
181. By ages Boys I Girls 
(a) (b) 
10 and under ____________ v_:a ____________ _L_'J 
1 }__ ________________________ 3 7  _ --------~ O 
12__ _______________________ ol. K __ ----------~.S 
13._ _________________ ------:1.<,j. _________ ..,2. 9 





Number of other older rural youth groups assisted ____________ _ 
. ,. b hi · h {<a) Young men ____ _ -'"1em ers p msue groups _______________ _ 
(b) Young women.. 
Number of older rural youth not in ex-{(a) Young men ____ _ 
... 4th. ____________ ' _________ /(, ______ ----·--·? 14 __________________________ 2' -____________ _j' contacted through the extension pro- ( ) y 
tension or other youth groups assisted__ (b) Young women._ 
Total number of dil'erent young people I
a oung men ____ _ 
gram for older rural youth. (Ques- (b y ------------------i-;:. 5th. ___________________ . _____ r_ ______________ ;l ___ _ 15 ___________________ -----!I ______________ (, 
6th. ________________________ ,:;:---_______ .a. ___ _ 16 ___________________________ , _7-··----------2 
7th_ _______________________ I _______________ c, __ _ 17 ___________________ -----4 -----------0 
8th. _______________________ .:z ·--· ----b --- 1s ______________________________ o ___________ jJ. 
9th. ________________________ ( ________ ----b ··- 19 _____________________________ o_ ------" 




Number of different 4-H Club members, including those in corresponding 
projects, who received definite training in-
( a) Judging______ __.}_J_~-- (f) Fire and accident prc-
(b) Giving dem- "> ~en_tion__________________ --~ _____ fl 
onstrations -~-3 __ (g) Wildlife conservat10n__ _ _________ o 
(c) Recreational (h) Keeping personal ac-. / o counts------------- __________ a 
leadership ------------ (i) Use of economic infor- , _ 
(d) Musicappre- /'2 c, . ~ation __________________ _____ _/fl_~ 
ciation_____ _ ____ c/.__.1___ (3) Soil and water conser-
vation. _________________ _ (J ------
__________ t, ( e) Health________ _L _ _:j_r-__ (k) Forestry __________________ _ 
Number of 4-H Club members having health examination because 
3 of participation in the extension program_____________________________ __L ____ 7-_ 
Number of 4-H Clubs engaging in community activities such as 
improving school grounds and conducting local fairs. __________ __ _ 
. . ) oung women._ 
:::86, 191,and-192,minus duplica-_ 
4 
Check column showing approximate 
19 • portion of older-youth program de-
voted to-




l(H9 percent I 20-39 percent I 40 percent or 
moro 
(b) (c) (d) 
public problems ___________________ j ______ ,L ____ j___ __ .Q ____ j ____ -~----'-------·-cJ 
(2) Vocational guidance ____________ 1---.0.---1 _____ g _______ 1---d ---1------0 
(3) Family life and social customs--1---1:l.----1---~-----1------<>-------1-------P 
(4) Social and recreational activi-
ties ___________________________________ 1-·-o ______ I _____ £ ______ I _____ ,. ______ j_ __________ a:, 
(5) Community service activities _____ I ______ t;i ______ l---~----1---.. ---1----____ o 
~~ ~::~ ~~::~~:~-~:~----~--·-·1-·--~----1--- ---1 ___________ Q 
eluding nutrition and health.. -----~----------<'-----1---0----1 ___________ q _ 
t Al data ln th!JI section are based ou the number of different boys and girls participating In 4-H Club work, not ou tbe number or 4-H projects carried. 
• Report the total number of different boys or girls enroJJed in club work. This total should equal the sum or the project enrolments reported on page 13, minus duplications due to the !ame boy e,r gi.rl carrying on two 
er more subject-mater lines of work. Do not include boys and girls enroled late in the year in connection with thG succeeding year's program. 
• Same as footnote 2, except that reference Is to completions instead of enrolments. 16-28074-3 
MISCELLANEOUS 
(Report here all work, including war work, not properly included under any of the headings on preceding pages) 
Include all work w. ··u adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Dees 
(<I)_ 
General-feeder insects 1 
(b) 
All other work 
(c) 
195. Days devoted to line of work by- , ,, ; , - . . 1 • / 
l!l ~:.:i:s:::n -ogents =::: .. :: • :::::::::=:::::::::::::::::=. ::::: ::= : ::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::: .~ =::: ::::::::::::: : ~ :: I::::::::::::::: ' . -:: I /-,_ 
( 4) State extension workers __________________ · . ------------------------- ~ ______ ; _ .- ~ ____ ·;-------,:, _ ---------------- _ .. _______ J_ ____ _ --------------------- e:, - -------------------.. -----~ .• 
196. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _______________ :._ ____ ·: _____________ _a __ ---~-------------:---------1--1-------. -------------------~- -------------------------(1..--
197. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year _____ i ____ :._ ____ ~ _______ ..9 _ __________ ': __ '._. ____ __ ._: _____ o_ ---~----------------------Q __ -----~-------------------'fl---
SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO WAR EFFORT 
It is desirable to bring together in one place the sum total of extension contribution to the several broad areas of war effort. It is assumed that all such work has 
been reported previously under appropriate headings. 
War programs Home demonstration agents 
(al 




198. Estimated number of days devoted to-
(1) Food·supplies and critical war materials (production, marketing, processing, storage, 
distribution, and related problems) · ------------------------------------------------------------ ___ ·--------------- ·------..0 ------------------· ______ __ o _________ ,: ______ , __________ .a 
(2) Problems arising from new military camps, munitions plants, and war industries _____ -------------~~---"--~------------~--------------------~-----------·------~~--------.a-
,., ' - ; • I ..... 
(3) Civilian defense (such as fire prevention, Red Cross training, air-raid warnings) _______ --------------~---!--~----.17-- __________ -______ , __ ______ Q _ ----------------" _ _:.. _____ c,._ c,, 
(4) Other war work (including collection of salvage material) __________________________________ ----------~--~-~~'--~----D- ------~--------------('.;? _______ : ____ .c:. ____ L __ -___ _ 
COOPERATION WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES 
The purpose of this report is to bring tog.ether in one place the cooperation given other Federal agencies working with the rural people of the county. It is assumed 






Farm Credit I Employment 
Administration Service 
and Soll Conserva- Farmers Rural Electri- Tennessee Social Security, 
M~r1:<eting tlon Service ?<:>mo flcatfon Valle Publ]c Health, Other Agencies 
--------------! (a) I _ (b) I (c) I (d) I.Admm1stration Admmistration Administration AuthoJty Children's . --~-- 00 m W 00 ~ ro Bm-. en I (k> 
199. D3y& de,oled to lin.e of work by-
. 1 ·)) ' ..J ' I I ; ,: I I r I ( 1) Home demonslral1on agenls.__ ---~--'--------~ -----!;: ______ LI_ -----·--=- ----12 ______________ o ______ . " ____ o ____ __ __ , ___ " _______ · _____ ,s, , _____________ _ 
(2) 4-D Club agents __________ _ 
(3) 
(4) 
200. Number o.1 communilies in which work 
was conducted this year_ -___ -__ J : ____ - - -- _·_ - - -~ 1---__________ ~--1--~ ,-_. ~ ____ f2. J ____ --~~ _____ -~ _____________ aJ __ ~_~~-----__ Qi_ _____________ aJ. _____________ .l)J _________ . ____ 11J _____ · __ 1~ _____ a, __________ ___ -~ 
201. 
202. 
Number of volunlary local loaders or , ' .~, ' · ' ,; ' · ' ·, I 
commilteemen assisting this ye&r_ ---~-~:' _______ e --------------~- ---=---------.0 -----~ _______ Q ___ '. _______ __ !)_ --~---·-------~- -------~~-----5? --------------~ --------------~ ----~'-0 _______ 0 ------- -------~ 
Number ol moelings participated in tbi1 • :.:_ > , '.' , · · 0 • t · t· \ 
. 8 . 0 . . b year by extension workers _________________________________________________ D _____________ b. ____ __________ If?.. _______ ; ______ $ _______________ Q ______________ Q. ------~: ------~ ----- ---·"----~ _______ ________ _ 
1 Include grasshoppers, armyworms, chinch hugs, and other insects not reported under specific crop or livestock headings. 16-28074-3 
TERMINOLOGY 
If extension reports are to convey the intended information, it is important that the terminology employed be that 
generally accepted by members of the extension teaching profession everywhere. Precise use of extension terms is an 
obligation each extension worker owes to the other members of his or her profession. The following definitions have been 
approved by the United States Department of Agriculture and by the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. 
DEFINITIONS OF EXTENSION TERMS 
1. A community is a more or less well-defined group of rural people with common interests and problems. Such a group 
may include those within a township, trade area, or similar limits. For the purpose of this report, a community 
is one of the several units into which a county is divided for conducting organized extension work. 
2. A cooperator is a farmer or homemaker who agrees to adopt certain recommended practices upon the solicitation of an 
extension worker. The work is not directly supervised by the extension agent, and records are not required, but 
reports on the success of the practices may be obtained. 
3. Days in field should include all days spent on official duty other than "dayll in office." 
4. Days in office should include time spent by the county extension agent in the office, at annual and other extension 
conferences, and on any other work directly related to office administration. 
5. Demonstrations as contemplated in this report are of two kinds-method demonstrations and result demonstrations. 
A method demonstration is a demonstration given by an extension worker or other trained leader for the purpose of 
showing how to carry out a practice. Examples: Demonstrations of how to can fruits and vegetables, mix spray 
materials, and cull poultry. 
A result demonstration is a demonstration conducted by a farmer, homemaker, boy, or girl under the direct supervision 
of the extension worker, to show locally the value of a recommended practice. Such a demonstration involves a 
substantial period of time and records of results and comparisons, and is designed to teach others in addition to the 
person conducting the demonstration. Examples: Demonstrating that the application of fertilizer to cotton will 
result in more profitable yields, that underweight of certain children can be corrected through proper diet, that the 
use of certified seed in growing potatoes is a good investment, or that a large farm business results in a more efficient 
use of labor. 
The adoption of a farm or home practice resulting from a demonstration or other teaching activity employed by the 
extension worker as a means of teaching is not in itself a demonstration. 
6. A demonstration meeting is a meeting held to give a method demonstration or to start, inspect, or further a result 
demonstration. 
7. A result demonstrator is an adult, a boy, or a girl who conducts a result demonstration as defined above. 
8. An extension school is a school usually of 2 to 6 days' duration, arranged by the Extension Service, where practical 
instruction is given to persons not resident at the college. 
9. An extension short course differs from an extension school in that it is usually held at the college or another educational 
institution and usually for a longer period of time. 
10. A farm or home visit is a call by the agent at a farm or home at which some definite information relating to extension 
work is given or obtained. 
11. Farmers (or families) assisted this year should include those directly or indirectly influenced by extension work to 
make some change during the report year as indicated by: 
(1) Adoption of a recommended practice. 
(2) Further improvement in a practice previously accepted. 
(3) Participation in extension activities. 
(4) Acceptance of leadership responsibility. 
(5) Or by other evidence of desirable change in behavior. 
12. A 4-H Club is an organized group of boys and/or girls with the objectives of demonstrating improved practices in 
agriculture or home economics, and of providing desirable1training for the members. 
13. 4-H Club members enrolled are those boys and girls who actually start the work outlined for the year. 
14. 4-H Club members completing are those boys and girls who satisfactorily finish the work outlined for the year. 
15. A project leader, local leader, or committeeman is a person who, because of special interest and fitness, is selected to 
serve as a leader in advancing some phase of the local extension program. A project leader may be either an organi-
zation or a subject-matter leader. 
16. A leader-training meeting is a meeting at which project leaders, local leaders, or committeemen are trained to carry 
on extension activities in their respective communities. 





An office call is a call in person by an individual or a group seeking agricultural or home-economics information, as a 
result of which some definite assistance or information is given. A telephone call differs from an office call in that 
the assistance or information is given or received by means of the telephone. Telephone calls may be either incoming 
or outgoing. 
A plan of work is a definite outline of procedure for carrying out the different phases of the program. Such a plan 
provides specifically for the means to be used and the method~ of using them. It also shows what, how much, 
when, and where the work is to be done. 
An extension program is a statement of the specific projects to be undertaken by the extension agents during a year 
or a period of years. 
Records consist of definite information on file in the county office that will enable the agent to verify the data on ex-
tension work included in this report. 
22. The older rural youth group is primarily a situation group, out of school, at home on farms, not married or started 
farming on their own account, and mostly 16 to 25 years of age. 
U. &. GOVERNJl! ZNT' PRtflTINCi OP'flCE 16-28074-1 
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TABLE OF COH'IB1JTS 
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Forest ......................................... 
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Sm IM.ARY OF ACTIVITIES Al[) fl_CCOltPLISHlIBH'I'S 
GEIJERAL ACTIVI'.':'IF.s 
Days ,Agent spent in Office ••••••••••••••••••••• ••• ••••• 
Days Agent spent in Field•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Days A.gent worked•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Miles Agent traveled••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
F a.I'IIl vis i t.s • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Different farms visited•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Office calls at Agent •s office ••• • ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Telephone calls at Agent rs office•••••••••• • ••••••• • ••• 
Meet ings held or attended ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : •• 
Total attendance Extension vforkers •••••••••••••••• 
Total attendance Farners at _lee tings ••••••••••••• o 
Number Communities in which extensi on work was 
conducted •••••••• o •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 














The 1,7ork in agriculture economics and farm managenent in 
Charleston County in 1947 included one Councy- w:i.de Outlook }Toet-
ing and two Comr:mni fy Outlook Ecetings . ..!.ie;ht farm planning :Jem-
onstrations were held. Cooperating closely r.ri th fam.ers and their 
l ocal Farm Credit Agencies such as the Production Credit .. ssocia-
tion. Farners were furnished current supply and de::1and and otl1er 
outl ook infomation by circular letter as the infomation becomes 
available . 
AGRICULTURAL EITGIIJEERI JG 
Agricultural engineering work during 1947 included the f ur-
nishing of 10 Farm Building Plans for 10 d:il'ferent farrrers , they 
,rere : Combination ]~lld.ng arcd Pasteurizing Dairy Barn, General 
Lives tock and Storage Barn; Sweet Potato Curing House (750 bu-
shel capaci,ty); Ho~ Farrov.ring House . Fence Post treatment and 
Snow :Fence ::iilo, also the use of miniature farm buildings in educa-
tional work in Char::b ston Counfy. 
::ioil Conservation nork during 1947 was in cooperation with 
the ·charl:Es ton Soil Conservation District vrhich embraces only that 
area lying ,ii thin the houndries of Charleston Cotmfy. 1lade Prelim,... 
inary arrangements necessary to hold.inf; an election of 3 Board liemb-
ers . 1~aking preliminary surveys of sites for farm fish ponds for 
3 farmers . Prelininary surveys of clearing land vri th nachinery for 
3 fanners the land to be used for Pemanent Pas·bure. Help publicise 




Agrononzy- work in 1947 consisted of., 6 fanners completed Impr oved 
Pemanent Pasture demonstrations with a total of 572 acres . Five farm-
ers completed J\.nnual Grazing Crop demonstrations ., with a total of 154 
acres . Four demonstrations of Lespedeza for Hay Production nere com-
pleted with 4 farmers , a total of 131 acres . Conpletcd record with the 
silage corn variety study nade on Snee Farm. Soil Samples were taken 
from 14 property 01mers representing 252 acres of land. 
AITILAL HUSBAllDRY 
.Ani.rnal Husbandry work in Charleston County in 1947 consisted 
of educational and demonstration Yrork with 4-H Beef Club Steer Feeding., 
Fi ttinc and tihovling and the training of a livestocl: judging team. 
The following animals were placed with farmers of Charleston County : 
Forty- six Purebred Beef Cattle . Tvrelve Hampnhire hogs . 1hree Pure-
bred. Beef Bulls . Eight Purebred Beef Females . One Purebred Milldng 
Shorthorn Bull. 
DAIRl'ING 
Extension work in Dairying in 1947 included educational and 
de1;1onstrational work involverl i:d.th establishing and fertilizing perm-
anent pasture ., improving ready established sods of perri.anent pasture 
by making additional plantings of better grasses and legumes ., planting 
temprorary grazing crops of small grains and legumes . Testing popular 
var:i eties of Ensilage Corn and Training Dairy Judging Team. 
ElIT01JOLOGY AIID PLAUT PATHOLOGY 
Extension \7ork in Entomology and Plant Pathology in 1947 vras 
composed of Yrork crop disease ., crop insects, livestock and poultr--J 
disease and insects . Three f arm meetings among 11hite r;rowers has 
been hel d and as many meetings have been held ,,tl. th colored farmers 
where the moving picture 11 The S-rreet Potato ,leevil11 was shown and the 
:i;roposed quarrantine on ~weet Potato Sales and plantings and s tor age 
have been explained. A survey of damage to Oats ·was made on eight 
farms in the County in different Conrrnuni ties . Leaf hoppers destroyed 
many plantings of early Oats completely. Assisted one fa1"'t!er in ridd-
ing his cured meats of skippers . Five hundred and seventy three hogs 
were irnmurii~ed for 50 nhi te farners . Five hundred and seventy four col-
ored fanners vmre assisted in the vaccination of 1 , 920 hogs . .Also the 
innoculation of 75 horses on £disto Island for farm people. 
BEERE 1,PiiJG 
Extension work in connection with beekeeping in Charleston 
County during 1947 consisted of ordering 2 queen bees and supplies . 
One beekeepers c.eeting nas held at which Mr. 1I. G. Dadant made a 
most interesting address on "Beekeeping Yesterday and Today" • 
FORESTRY 
Extension Forestry work in Charleston County in 1947 i ncluded 
assisting farm people , . .-ith selec -i:,ive cutting, thinning, marking., sale 
and securing seed. Fence Post Treat.nent vras supervised with a fame r . 
Placed 34, 000 seedlings for 6 different farmers . One hundred and fif-
ty tvm pupils of ::5t. Johns High School attended Arbor Day Program. 
9., 043 acres of Woodland was examined, 254 acres marked for 8 different 
fam.ers . 
FOUR-H CLUB -.iORK 
Boys 4- H club work ,vas conducted in 10 regular organized clubs 
in Charleston County in 1947 . II017ever, 4- H club work was carried on in 
every section of the County except Edisto Island, iJcClellanville and 
Ladson, this was possible due to the large enrollnent of the larger 
consolidated High Schools . 187 boys were enrolled and a majority of 
the members attended the monthly meeting at their school. Fifty- four 
boys completed demonstrations. 17 boys completed Steer Feeding Dem-
onstrations with a profit of t~, 816. 29. Three boys conpleted Dai!"'J 
Calf Demonstrations wi. th a profit of ~130. 35. Ten boys completed Gar-
den Club Demonstrations vrith a profit of $521. 53. Six boys completed 
Sweet potato club der.1onstrations with a :rrofit of ~?1., 303 . 65 . One boy 
completed Corn Pl"oduction Demonstration w:i.th a profit of ~227 . 20. One 
boy completed Watermelon Production Demonstrations with a profit of 
~?53 . 90. One boy completed pig breeding demonstration with a profit of 
~?2lo25 . Seven boys completed Pig Fattening Class demonstrations with 
a profit of ~>274 . 74. 
Thirty- five 4-H club menb e rs were trained in Judging Dairy C?at-
tle , Beef Cattle and Hogs . This work began in early February and 
continued through to April 1st. Of thes e 3'~, all uere eliminated except 
the 8 boys who served on the tvro tea.ns . These 8 boys were intensively 
trained up to the date of the District Contest. Foll.owing the winning 
of both teams at the t\vo District Contests the en unty agent continued 
t:caining· both judcing teams using herds belonginc to purebred breeders 
in lower South Carolina, until the State Contest was held. Charleston 





Horticultural Extension 1/ork in Charleston County during 1947 
consisted of uork with : t,ix .:;weet Potato Production Demonstrations 
with as many farrrB rs . Sixteen enterprise demonstrations -were conduct-
ed with a profit of .~105, 818. 42. Tvrelve farmers completed twelve 
Spring Cabbage Demonstr ations. Fifteen enterprise records 11ere co~ 
pleted on Snap Bea.n::::. Ten enterprise demonstra·i ons were comlucted 
with this rather important crop with as many farmers . Five water -
melon demonstrations were completed mth a profit of ~5, 310. 00. 'I\vo 
Cantaloupe demons t r ations wer e completed with a profit of 0950. 00. 
MARKETING 
Uarketing work during 1947 consisted of demonstr ation and edu-
cation work in Grading and Packing, and buying and selling f arm pro-
duce , when there was no regular service available through local mar-
keti:cg agencies . Assisted five farmers to grade and pack sweet po-
tatoes . Sold $6, 942 066 worth for farmers and boutht $6, 293. 27 ·vrorth 
for farmers of Charleston County. This making a total of ,513, 235. 93 . 
POULTRY 
1947 Extension work with Poultry .in Charleston County consist-
ed of the f ollorJing : 450 hens were e:;;:amined for egg production for 
3 poultrymen in the County. 11 000 poults, 4 weeks old were checl:ed 
and found to be heavily infested with black head. Tested 50 head of 
young turkey hens for the presence of pullorum disease . 71 turkeys 
uere sold for a grower. One flock of 250 fryers was checked -for di-
sease and post mortem revealed r ound worm infestation. 
VISUAL IIJS'IRUCTIOlJ 
Visual instruction work during 1947 consisted of the use of 
photographs , charts and maps and moving pictures . Showed winning 
steers at 4- H club meetings . Showings of a picture devoted to Soil 
Conservation was shovm at 8 different ~chools ·in the County. Another 
picture -was used at 3 farmers meetings called for the purpose of giv-
ing inforrra tion on Sweet Potato Ueevil Control and eradication measures . 
A.A. A. ACTTVITIEti 
The agent devoted 3 days to A. A. A. ctivities . Attended one 
County meetingo Placed 90 tons of lil'le with f 2.naers of Charleston 
County. Received 75 telephone calls regarding the A.AA Program. One 
hundred and fifty farmers visited office relative to Mi.A Program. 
f 
PUBLICITY 
Pllblici "bJ work and the distri bution of Educational Informa-
tion in connection 1vith the 1947 Extension Progra.rJ in Charleston 
County was done through the following: 1 tot.;i.1 of 2.,179 office 
calls were made . A total of 51 719 telephone calls were made to 
the office. 2., 662 individual letters were vrri tten. A total of 
62 circular letters , with 6., 64 7 copies being mailed fo f al'J!J.ers . 
One hundred and forty- seven news articles were published. 1:ade 
15 Radio talks on timely farm topics . 3., 883 bulletins were dis-
tributed to different farmers during the year. 
COUNTY, COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION OF VOLUNTEER 
FARM AND HOUE LEADERS 
THE CHARIE:>TON COUNTY AGRICULTURAL COMIITTEE (White) 
The new members of the County Agricultural Connnittee were selected by 
the County Agricultural Agent and the Horne Demonstration Agent with 
advice of members of the County Agricultural Connnittee., on the basis 
of their soundness of judgement., postions in their respective co1llIIIl.ll1,-
ities., interest in the welfare of the rural population of the County, 
insight into the prevailing problems., and their willingness to coop.. 
erate in the construction of an Extension Plan for more effective work. 
This Committee is composed of the following members: 
JOHNS I0LAND - F. L. Glover 
D. E. Hay 
Julian Limehouse 
B. L. Walpole 
WADMALAW I0LA.ND - H. M. Hay 
K. W. Leland 
John bosnowski 
Ray Waits 
MCCLELLANVILLE - J. Lofton 
AWENDAW - Hugh Belser 
David Freeman., Jr. 
llT. PIE~ANT - L. G • Kinsey 
George H. Resch 
T. r. Thornhill 
NAVY YARD AND 
ittDLA.ND PARK - L. F. Brandt 
Rt. 21 Box 2821 
Navy Yard., s. c. 
Dro w. w. 1{ild 
·North Charleston,s.c. 
LAD00N - M. E. Craven 
ST. ANDR.Ewti PARISH - Whitmarsh Bailey 
Route 1 
Charleston., s. c. 
G. Phillip Higdon 
Route 4 
Charleston., s. c. 
Mrs . E. Le Grimball 
Mrs. F. M. Mitchell 
Mrs . Girardeau Leland 
Mrs. Glenn Kinsey., Sr. 
Mrso George Von Ohsen 
JA}.mt; I ::;LAND - John R. Jefferies 
Route 1 
Charleston, s. c. 
Edward Gates 
Route 1 
Charleston, s. c. 
\Ve Mo Frampton 
Route 1 
Charleston, s. c. 
George M. Nungezer 
EDJS TO ISLA.ND - Francis Hopkinson 
J . G. Murray 
J . L. Seabrook 
w. E. Seabrook 
YONGES ISLAND - L. E. Cox 
c. c. Geraty 
J . E. Jenkins 
T. Clctrk Sanders 
MEGGETT - c. E. Gibson 
E. K. Jones 
F. J . Towles 
TOOOOODOO - Re G. King 
Yonges Island, s. c. 
RAVENEL - W. E. Chaplin, Jr. 
J • A. Postell 




Urs. Sydney Sayer 
Mrs . Clark Sanders 
Mrs • .Agatha Dukes 
Mrs . Herman Dryer 
THE CHARLESTON COUNTY AGIUCULTURAL COMMITTEE (Colored) 
The County Colored Agricultural Committee members were elected by a large 
group of leading colored farmers and leaders who were present at a county-
wide meeting of colored people. This meeting was called by the County~ 
tension Agents in an effort to explain the need for including the small 
colored land owners into the Better Farm Living Program, in order to serve 
their needs. 
The same general consideration for determining the qualifications of pros-
pective members of the White County Agricultural Committee was used in the 
selective of the colored members of the County Coimn:i.ttee. 
MEMBERS OF THE COLORED AGRICULTURAL COM1ITTTEE 
Rev. J.E. Beard 
16 Felix ~treet 
Charleston, s. c. 
Rev. G. E. Henderson 
Route l, Box 77, 
Johns Island, s. c. 
Rev. Be A. DeVeaux 
Route 4 
Charleston, s. c. 
Rev. G. c. Brown 
Route l 
Johns 1sland, s. c. 
Revo u. L. Brewer 
Johns Island, s. c. 
Rev. N. A. Sanders 
Route l, Box 332, 
Charleston, s. c. 
Rev• Wm. Paden 
Ad.ans Run, s. c. 
Rev. E. E. Washington 
Box 37 
Ravenel, s. c. 
Rev. J. J. Judon 
Route 4, Box 48, 
Charleston, s. c. 
(Mrs.) Viola Page 
Route 4 
Charleston, s. c. 
(las.) Hannah Blake 
Route l 
Johns Island, s. c. 
(Mrs.) Rosa Bell White 
% Wbi te I s ::itore 
Route 1, Charleston,s.c. 
(Mrs.) Catherine Washington 
Adams Run, s. Co 
(Mrs.) Charlie Norther 
Yonges Island, s. Co 
(Mrs.) Juanita Grimball 
Box 41 
W~alaw Island, S. Co 
(Mrs.) Alice Paden 
Adams Run, s. c. 
(Mrs.) Gussue Jones 
Edisto Island, s. c. 
(Mrs.) Georgianna Webb 
Summerville, s. c. 
Rev. Charlie Norther 
Yonges Island, s. c. 
Rev. F. B. Clark 
Edisto Island, s. c. 
Rev• M. G. Newman 
Summerville, s. c. 
Reva J. T. Thomas 
13 Kennedy Street 
Charleston, s. c. 
Rev. J. H. Bryabt 
Box 24 
Mt. Pleasant, s. c. 
Rev. Jacob Wilson 
Mt. Pleasant, s. c. 
Rev. J. c. James 
97 Spring Street 
Charleston, s. c. 
Rev. w. T. Murray 
Mt. Pleasant, s. c. 
Rev. w. 11. Jackson 
Route 2 
Navy Yard, s. c. 
(Mrs. ) Rebecca Wade 
Route 3 
Navy Yard, s. c. 
(Mrs.) Mary Manigault 
Awendaw, s. c. 
(Mrs.) Venice Murray 
Mt. Pleasant, s. c. 
(Mrs.) Gladys Robinson 
McClel lan ville 1 S. c. 
7 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
J . E. Jenkins ., Yonge;;, Isl.and., s. c. 
J . A. Lofton., McClellanville., s. c. 
c. E. Gibson., Meggett., s. c. 
T. w. Thornhill., Station A., Box 8., Charleston., s.c. 
LABOR SUB-C<:m1ITTEE 
Charles E. Gibson., Meggett., s. c. 
John E. Jenld.ns., Yonges Island., s. c. 
H. a. Leiding., 1SO East Bay Street., Charleston., s. c. 
T. w. Thornhill., Station A., Box 8., Charleston., s. c. 
F. J . Towles , Meggett, s. c. 
E. Bates "\,"filson., Yfadmalaw Island., s. c. 
CHARLES TON COUNTY 4-H CI.UB C011:n.ITTEE 
H. M. Hay., Wadmalaw- Island., s. c. 
Cr. Phillip Higdon., Route 4., Charle ston., s. c. 
L. a. Kinsey, Sr • ., Snee Farm., Mt . Pleasant., s. c. 
K. w. Leland, i7admalaw Island., s. c. 
B. L. Walpole., Jolms Island., So c . 
I 
CHAR.LEt>TON COUNTY AGRICULTURAL CONSERVATION COIJJIITTEE 
Lawton Cox, Yonges Isl and, s. c. 
Francis Hopkinson, Edisto Island, s. c. 
F. L. Gl over, Johns Island, s. c. 
REPR.FliENTATIVF.S ELECTED TO 0TATE AGRICULTURAL COMUITTEE 
H. M. Hay, ad.malaw Island, s. c. 
J . G. Murray, F.disto Island, s. c. - Alternate Member 
Mrs . w. M. Hamilton, Johns Island, s. c. 
I/ 
DUTIE::> OF THE CHARL~TON COUNTY AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEE (White) 
This Committee is composed of farm men and women., men and women Yiho 
live on the sai..l. Their present and future contentment depends up-
on the intelligent manner in which they and their neighbors and 
their agricultural. leaders deal with the factors that are involved 
in the operation., and maintanence of the farm and the home in order 
to retain and agricultural system vmich will continue to provide 
farm people in this section with a high standard of living. This ., 
they, the members of the County Agricultural ComL'Littee, full realize. 
Therefore , the members lmow that they and their committee have a def-
inite duty to re rf arm. 
This Committee is composed of farm owners from every section of the 
County and naturally., it is a coraposi te sample of the many interests 
and needs that have converged from the several sections. It ther~ 
fore ., the committee., agrees to be committed to the task of segregat-
ing needs arising from unsolved problems and to the formulating of 
plans of attack. 
The Committee Member who has had experience in planning., finally con-
cludes that the lack of any attempt to adjust the agricultural pro-
gra~ to demand and supply., causes individual, neighborhood., communi-
ty and county-wide problems . The Committee Member must understand 
that another cause for agricultural decadence is the failure of farm 
people to adopt improved farm practices which only involve the dis-
continuance of methods that may be classed as habit. These things., 
thr rural progressive leader has already learned in the operation of 
his successful enterprise or will soon learn from another committee 
member, or if not from the two sources mentioned., he will soon ob-
serve as much as the needs of and the conditions eY.isting in other 
Communities have been analysed. 
Therefore ., the first duty of the Committee is to record the evidence 
of exi..sting agricultural ills. Its second duty is to locate the 
cause and thereby it must suggest remedial procedure . 
The Corrnnittee Member must understand that to be effective the pro-
gram., vmich of ~ourse includes the remedies or plan of attack must 
be practical of application in order to attract demonstrators . 
Therefore, the duty of the County Committee is the formation of a 
program when c:p plied as a remedy for agricultural ills and needs 
does form a complete demonstration., with the method and result 
factors equally developed. 
I 
DUTIE8 OF THE CHARLEBTON COUNTY AGRICULTURAL COMHITTEE (Colored) 
This Committee differs from the white county agricultural committee 
in that its membership is still composed of, in many cases, people 
who do not live on the farm, are not farming and who do not even 
1i ve within the CollIDluni ties they represent. They do however, nork 
among the people of the CoIJID1unity they represent. 
They are directly dependent upon the weliare of the farr1 people 
living withing the Gommuni ty and have a direct interest in the 
farm program. 
The duty of the Committee Members of the County Board is the same 
as it is with ih e White Connni t tee Members , which are mainly involved 
in C9unty-wide agricultural program planning • . AB a member of the 
Commanity Committee the duty automatically becomes one which may 
be di vi.ded into two parts, program planning and program supervis:i. on. 
I 
COMMUNITY AGRICULTURAL COM.NITTEE:i MID NEIGHBORHOOD LEADERS (White) 
The sane standard qualifications believed to be necessariJ in selecting 
members of the Agriculture Comnittee were stressed when the conununity 
and neighborhood committees were being set up. However, a broad lrnowl-
,edge and unders tand.ing of the needs of the agriculture of the County 
was not required in the selection of Neighborhood Committees. Pride in 
Community, and a willingness to assist in supervising the adoption and 
the carrying to completion of the community program was the prime re-
quirements of members of Connnunity and Neighborhood Committees. 
WHITE COMMUNITY C011I<ITTTEF.S : (Total of eight completed) 
EDISTO ISLAND 
Connnunity Leaders :I:, man 1 woman TOTAL 2 
Neighborhood Leaders 6 men 6 women TOTAL 12 
Borough 
North Side of Island to Steamboat Landing Road 
South Side of Island to Steamboat Landing Road 
South Side of Island to Beach 
North Side of Island to Beach 
Beach 
MOUNT PLEAt>ANT 
Counnuni ty Leaders 4 men 1 woman TOTAL 5 
Neighborhood Leaders 3 men 3 women TOTAL 6 
Boundry Street to Five lf.d.le, inclusive 
Four Mile ~tore to Creek, East to Highvray to Fourteen Miles 










From Government Reservation to Methodist Church 
From Methodist Church to Wharf 











. TillAL 4 
TOTAL 12 
Limehouse t>tore down main road to Church Creek., including elbow at 
Beckett1s, from School House to Limehouse 1s 0tore. 
L:i.n1ehouse Store down main (River) Road to Maybank Highway to Hiltonts 
t>tore. 
Maybank Highway d01m River Road to Howell's t>tore to .A.bbapoola Creek. 
All West of Howellts 0tore on Bohiokett and River Roads., including 
Edenvale Road. 
Legareville to E. B. Bryants 




From Bridge to Nine Mile Fork 
2 men 
5 men 
From Nine Mile Fork to Bears Bluff 
Bears Bluff to Creek at Chester Perry1s 
1 women 
5 women 
West of Highway from Nine Mile Fork to School House 










Summerville Highway from Antler• s to Miller House 
TOTAL 2 
TOTAL 6 
Summerville Hig];nvay from MilJe r and Von Ohsen houses to Dorchester 
County Line 










st. Paul1s ::3chool, Sutcliffes (A. R. ) Church Hill, Ballantine •s and 
Haskell Sanders . 
A. E. Kearse (A. Ee on Highway), Frank ' s Fi1Jing Station, all of village 
to H. Boineau1s 
Highway, Thornleyis 0tore (A. R. ) McTeer •s Fire Tower 
Kiser and Gatch, Highway, Osborn, Miss Gonzales, Mr. Fox across Higln~ay 
# 17. 
Parkers Ferry and Eureka 
Wilton Road Fork, w. s. Kearse, Bloomberg 
Jones • ~tore, Higlnvay, Toogoodoo and Tom Point Creek, Little Brittan 
Road. 




















COMMUNITY AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEE iUID NEIGHBORJIOOD IBADEHS (Colored) 
These Committees were set up to supervise and to manage the efforts of 
cooperating groups and individuals. These Committees have the respon-
sibility of, as far as practical, of organizing the Community Program 
so it will conform to the general needs of the agriculture of the Co1.1n-
ty and at the same time include activities which vr.i.11 take into consid-
eration local or community problems . The same principe is involved in 
setting up neighborhood committees, these members adopt the community 
program in its broader concept but, have to begin to consider the in-
divi.duals needs and plan ways and means of securing action by the adop-
tion of the correctives which may or may not have been conceived by 
even the Community Committee. 
COLORED COJJ1IUNITIES AND NEIGHBORJIOOD COMUITTEE:i 
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MEGGETT - RAVENEL 
Community Leaders 1 man .2 women 
Neighborhoods 3 
Neighborhood Leaders 3 men 0 women 
EDii:>TO Io:UND ( Central Community) 
Community Leaders 3 men 1 women 
Neighborhoods 1 
Neighborhood Leaders 2 men 9 women 
EDioTO IoLAND (oeaside Community) 
Community Leaders 1 man 2 women 
Neighborhoods 1 
Heighborhood Leaders 4 men 3 women 
LATu:iON 
Comnnmity Leaders 1 man 1 woman 
Neighborhoods 0 
Neighborhood Leaders 0 men 0 women 
.MIDLAND PARK 
Comrnuni ty Leaders 2 men 2 women 
Neighborhoods 0 
Neighborhood Leaders 8 men 7 women 
MT. PIE.Af>ANT (Wando) 
Community Leaders 1 man 1 woman 
Neighborhoods 1 
Neighborhood Leaders 1 man 3 women 
REMIEYS POI1IT 
Community Leaders 2 men 2 women 
Neighborhoods 2 
Neighborhood Leaders 2 men 0 women 
• "I 
WOODVILLE 
CoI!DJlUni ty Leaders 2 men 0 women 
Neighborhoods 0 
Neighborhood Leaders 10 men 0 women 
SEEWEE ROAD 
Community Leaders 2 men 0 women 
Neighborhoods . 0 
Neighborhood Leaders ll men 5 women 
18-MILE 
Comnmnity Leaders 2 men 0 women 
Neighborhoods 0 
Neighborhood Leaders 9 men 0 women 
4-7 MILE ::>CHOOL 
Community Leaders 1 man 1 woman 
Neighborhoods 0 
Neighborhood Leaders 1 man 1 woman 
MCCLELLANVIIJ.,E 
Cormnunity Leaders l man 1 woman 
Neighborhoods 0 
Neighborhood Leaders 1 man 1 1Noman 
YONGES I:::5LAND 
Community Leaders 2 men 2 women 
Neighborhoods 0 
Neighborhood Leaders 4 men 0 women 
AWENDAW 
Connnuni ty Leaders l man 2 women 
Neighborhoods 0 
Neighborhood Leaders 6 men 5 women 
-I. 
CHARLESTON COU1JTY 1S WHITE COHMCJHITIES 
Dorc!te::;ter 
County Connni ttee Members - * 
Comrruni ty Leaders - 0 
Neighborhood Leaders - • 
Comrmmi ty Boundary - __ _ 
"Vl&:3TERN CHARLlliTON COUNTY 




t. n of festern "continua io C unty" 
rt' Charleston o 
(" I 
/ 
CHARLESTOH COUNTY EASTERN 
ty Connni tteemen <l> _ Coun . C nnnitteemen 0 - Comnnµu ty o . 
. hbo1·hood Leader • - Neig . , B undary Cor:mruru.T,y 0 
---- Neighborhood Boundary 
~ 
PROGR.Al'§ AllD CAMPAIGNS HANDLED THROUGH VOLUIJTPJlY LEADERS 
These main events were emphasized in the two 1947 Agriculture 
Committee 11eetings. 
1 . Provide and enlarge facilities for housing surplus transient laborers. 
2. Increase training given rural youth through organized 4-H clubs. 
3. Continue intensive participation and training rural youth in livestock 










Continue to L~prove service rendered Charleston County Truck Grower by : 
Conducting variety performance demonstrations . 
Conducting vegetable disease and insect control demonstr ations . 
Give additional assistance in packacing, grading and marketing denr 
onstrations . 
Continue to L~prove livestock production by : 
Placement of purebred breeding stock. 
Establishing and improving r:ermanent Jnstures by demonstrations and 
educational assistance . 
Conducting annual and temporary grazing demonstrations and educa-
tional work. 
Continue educational program which deals with the adequate production 
for home use ,d.. th a surplus, where land, labor and temperement ,rill per-
mi t , of home garden, dairy and neat supplies . 
7. Continue to cooperat,e with County Fair, Production Credit, Farm Bureau 
and other civic organizations in developing special campaigns and pro-
gra.r.is ,;;hich will help improve the county ts agriculture Td. th special 
emphasis on our rural youth. 


















Held Spring 4-H Livestock Show. 
Held Fall 4-H Livestock Show. 
Held 4-H Steer Scramble . 
Trained 4-H Dairy Celli' Judging TeB.I'I . 
Trained Li-H livestock Judging Team. 
Both above teai;as -vron State Championship in judging contest. 
Held 4-H Auction Sale of Feeder Steers . 
Made exhibit of Steers at trro District Fat Stoel~ 0hows. 
Won 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place at ralterboro Fat Stock Show. 
Won Reserve Grand Champion at Florence Fat Stock Show. 
Held Labor Saving ShoT,o 
Held County- Ylide labor saving demonstra".:;ion in the use of potato 
digginc and sacking machine. · 
County- vd.de visit of farmers to potato washing and grading mchine 
operation. 
Conducted de!'.lonstrations in truck and field crop production; 
Conducted Silage Corn variety test demonstrations. 
Conducted Demonstrations in control of truck crop insect and disea.se . 
Conducted Deuonstrations in livestock feeding . 
18. Conducted demonstrations in feed production for livestock. 
19. Conducted pasture and annual grazing crop demonstration. 
20. Conducted joint e;:tension and conservation pasture demonstrations . 
21. Cooperated in Soil Conservation Statewide Essay Contest. 110ur Land 11 • 
22. Uade 4-H club exhibits at State Fair. 
23 . Assisted in planning adult livestock exhibit at State Fair. 
2h. Assisted in planning adult livestock exhibit at County Fair . 
25. Placed purebred breeding cattle vd th ti:ro farmers . 
..., , -... ., 
(. 
FARli LABOR PH.OGRAl.i 
The funds secured throueh the u. s. Office of Labor gricultural 
Labor Branch the two labor camps were operated during the .:;pring Potato 
harvest as long as the local farmers had need for the transient agricul-
tural laborer. 
Farmers who have to use other than local laborers are wary of 
their dependence upon this Ca.np to house the surplus laborers needed and 
upon the laborers help if they are to harvest and move their po ta.toes 
TQthin their marketing period. 
The providing of comfortable living quarters for transient agri-
cultural laborers at our two labor camps has achieved the follow"lng re-
sults . 
1. Laborers may be directed to lacal farns where they are 
needed most. 
2. Prevents loss of time by transients hunting loctl uork .in 
strange territory. 
3. Transient labors do not by- pass Uris area until the labor 
denand situation is acquired at Canp headquarters . 
4. Laborers not needed ax-e often times direct ed to definite 
pre-harvest jobs in neir;hboring truck growing out of state areas . 
' 5. Sufficient agric~u.tural 1aborers to go around during Sp~ing 
crop mover.ient and enou;;;h to get the job done on time . 
6. !.1edican treatnent and first aid treatuent available at 
Camp and administered by trained nurse . 
The agricultural labor assistant has been employed in the County 
tlmoughout the year. He has given the operation and the maintainence of 
these camps his direct supervision. Protection of the two properties 
from fire , vandalisr.1 and the vreather , seeing that the buildings are made 
ready before the arrival of transients ., accounting for rentals accuring 
from occupancy of camp by laborers, and the payrents received from farm-
ers using labore1"s quartered in these Ca.nps, plus maL:i.ng yearly inventories 
and many other' details develving upon the labor assistant consur.ied most 
of the assistants work days . 
In addition to the many details for ,mich the Assistant must be 
responsible as outlined above he is desienated and authorized to head the 
mobilizing of high school youth, plan their transportation to and from 
jobs in the tobacco and peach sections of the State. 
The l ocation of sources of permanent farm employment here in the 
County as Yrnll as the making and keeping a record of people Trho need 
farm employment is one of the joint responsibi liti es of the labor assist-
ant and the· local County Extension Agent. 
Results Achieved : 
l. During the Ja te vdnter twenty- one additional hutments 16• x 161 vrere 
completed at each of the two labor camps in the county~ 
2. All of the one hundred and ten hutnents vrere reroofed and repaired. 
3. Served as placement man for both camps while in operation. 
4. Four laborers nere placed for Je ar round Yrork and seven hundred and 
twenty five laborers for seasonal work. Of this neur:iber thirty five 
were orld War #2 Veterans • 
.5. Labor was placed on .thirty one different farms and twelve hundred 
and sixty nine different placements were made . 
6. Sixty workers were referred to other counties in the t>tate and forty-
five to another State. 
7. A burvey was made of all industry in Charleston Count y. This required 
the contactinc of approximatel y five hundred different concerns and this 
took two months to compJ.e te • 
( 
PROJECT ACTIVITIEti ND RESULTS 
AGRICULTURAL ECOHOllICS 
The activities of the extension aaent during 1947 in connection 
with the needs and probler.is arising in the field of agriculture econom-
ics and farm management consisted mainly of dissiminating agricultural 
outlook and market demand and supply infornation to farm and hone makers 
·within Charleston County. Entire farming prograns vrere uorked out for in-
dividuals in the light of the long time outlook situation. 
Outlook J<eetings : One County- w'ide outlook meeting and two coIIlliilm-
i ty outlook neetings were held. 
· Parket News : This news was provided to growers of tomatoes , snap 
beans and white potatoes during spring movenent of these crops . 
w.c.s.c. a local broadcasting station, has been secured as a facil-
ity for giving all farmers the local daily price situation as well as the 
N. Y. quotations on vegetable crops during the harvest season. 
Cooperating Ji th Farm Credit Agencies : The local production Credit 
Associ ation was used in financing 4-H steers for club members desiring to 
ensage in this kind of 4-H work during 1947. 
Farm Planning : In cooperating ,,,it h nevr farmers the entire fam-
ing prograLis have been adopted by 01mers as reco:or1ended by the extension 
a.gen t o A sumnary of these plannine activities follows : 
List of Farm Planning Demonstrations 
Cultivated Woodland 
name Address Land in Farm In Farm Nature of Plan 
E. H. Harpole R-2, Johns Island 20 acres 25 Acres Egg Production 
Ro H. Herbert Meyers , s. c. 53 acres 30 acres Dairy - Cotton 
G. c. Godmms llidland Park 60 Acres 5 acres Dairy - Poul try 
F. A. Dailey Edisto Island 65 acres 125 acres Beef Cattle - Tre 
Chas . Brian Johns Island 165 acres 75 acres Dairy 
J . o. Taylor llidland Park 50 acres 50 acres Poul try - Dairy 
J . B. Coffin Meggetts 75 acres 25 acres Poul try - Dairy 
Jas . Dechriste Yonges Island 78 acres 20 acres Dairy 
TOTALS- 8 .566 acres 3.5.5 acres 
Agricultural Financing: Four (4) conferences rith local manager of 
Vegetable Auction Larket and nade plans for securing 300 bushel bean seed 
for negro farriers and enough seed to plant 80 acres of nhi te potatoes . 
Plans for cooperative loading and marketing nere worked out in Seaside and 
Central communities for negro farmers . 
The local Production Credit r.iakes loans to the nore p:coductivo negro 
fan .. ers . 
AGRICULTURAL EITGINEEn.nm 
Agricultural Engineering 1-rork during 1947 included the providing 
of farm people TI'ith needed farm plans and the use of building models 
(minature) in educational work in Charleston Colmt··.r. 
Farm Buildings: Plans for constructing farm builclini; and equipment 
were placed upon request . A summary of Farm Building Plans furnished to 
farners follows: 
Summary of Farm Building Plans Furnished Farners 
Type of Building 
Combination :t.lilld.ng and Pasteurizj_ng 
Dairy Barn 
General Livestock & Storage Barn 
Sweet Potato Curing House 
(750 Bu. Capacity) 
Hog Farrovr.i.ng House 
Fence Post Treatment 
Snow Fence Silo 
TOTAL- 6 different 19-nds 
Fanner Number 
H. o. 11assenburg 1 
Jim Dechristie 1 
Charlie Brian 1 
R. H. Herbert 1 
E. K. Jones 1 
E. H. 'ITalpole 1 
Ed. Collette 1 
Arthur & Harold Leibenrood 1 
· G. Phillip H; gdon 1 
James Dukes 1 
10 10 
SOIL C0l1SERVATI01I 
Soil Conservation during 1947 has consisted of a Colillllunity- wide 
drainage need. A survey - cooperating with local Conservation Jistrict 
• in securing high school contestants in the State-11:ide Essay Contest on 
Soil Conservation and Land use. 
Made preliminary arrangements necessary to holding an election 
of 3 board members. 
Making preliminary surveys of sites for i' ann fish ponds - and made 
arrangerrents for a joint Extension Soil Conservation Pasture planting dem-
onstration. 
Drainage l:>urvey : The co:rm:iunity composed of 7 fam.s were re-survey-
ed during summer - pledges to pay for use of districts drainage equipment 
were secured. 
State-wide Essay Contest on Soil Conservation and Land Use : Secured 
3 films dealing w:i. th various national resources Yrere shmm at 8 high schools 
in County and eA'J)lained rules of the Contest and discussed practical appli-
cations to s. c. conditions at each school. The machine belonging to the 
county extension office was used in rnald.ng these sho .. ri.ngs . 
Preliminary Survey Fish Pond Sites : The water sheds and the dam 
sites for the following farms were examined and advice as to the feasi-
bility of the proj ect was discuss ed rd th each mmer. Preliminary sur-
veys in advance of land clearing project for i:ennanent pastures . 
Name of Land 
Q\mer 
J . s. Limehouse 
Arthur Burris 
w. Eo Chaplin 
TOTA.ll3- 3 













Clearing Land with f .achinery : Preliminary surveys of land to be 
cleared for permanent pasture use D ..Advice as to soil suitable for pasture 
building was gi veno A, sunr.iary of these surveys follows : 
Na.me 
Ray Waits 
J . s. Limehouse 
Tom Peoples 












Ditching lfachine Demonstration l~eeting : The county agent coop-
erated with local soil conservation district conservationist by publicis-
ing the coun"bJ- wide meeting called for denonstrating this new type ditch-
ing r:mchine . Ne-rrs article prepared by county agent. 
I 
AGRONOMY 
Agronomy work in 1947 consisted of demonstrations with Temporary 
grazing crops , legume for hay, ensilage variety test, Hegari for ensilage 
and the fertilization and imp~ovement of ready established sods . 
Permanent Pastures : The work done in Charleston Count to increase 
interest in improving permanent pastures was continued in 1947. Improved 
Permanent Pastures are being considered by all livestock mmers in Charles-
ton County as a must i tern. 




J . Ll.mehouse 
J. A. Postell 
Tom Peopl es 
W.W. Knight 
Smmnary Permanent Pasture Demonstrations 
Rate of Fertilizer 
Seeding Used as top 
Seed S0vm Per A. dressing 
Stal Rye 200 
w. D. Clover 100 
Bahai 25 
Alta Fescue 25 
Dallis Grass 15 


































































TOTALS- 6 430 16 717 1,304 




J . A. Postell----------








572 TO'rAL ACRES PLANTED 
Annual Grazing Crops: The real value of annual f;razing crops TTas denonstrated this year when several 
farmers used it as army worms ruined permanent pastures in some instances. 
Summary of Annual Grazing Crops 
Grazed Cost Prep 
Rate of Days Total Amount Acres Land &: Ost. Cost 
Name Variety Seed Grazed Days Fertilizer €: kind Planted Seeding Seed Fert. Grazed 
L. G. Kinsey Pearl Milet 20 90· 1,440 800 lbs. ,-10-5 10 ~p 50.00 36.00 144.o 16 
Ray ',Vai ts Sericea 35 0 500 lbs. 5-10-5 2 10.00 14.40 36.00 0 
Ray Wits Kobe 15 120 2,520 500 lbs. ,-10-4 12 60,00 36.00 108.00 21 
Bryan Walpole. Sericea 20 0 -600 lbs. 5-10-4 5 15.oo 21.00 54.oo 0 J. Limehouse Cormnon 20 94 24 500 125 tons lime 125 1 250.00500.00 618.75 250 
TOTALS- 5 - no 304 28 460 154 ~~  385.oo $607 .40 $960. 75 287 
" 
:"' Lespedeza For Hay Production: Four demonstrations of lespedeza for hay production -rrere completed in 1947. 
A SUI:lll'l:l.ry of these demonstrations follows: 
Summary of Lespedeza for Hay Production 
Rate Tons Cost Cost Per Value 
of Hay Acr&s of Ton for of 
Name Variety Seeding Per A. Planted Production Hay Crop Profit 
J ;. R. Jefferies oericea 22 » 3 7 Cost F. C5o. 4o Costs. JO. BO 
Cost Pe 35. oo 8.30 '$ 700. 00 ~ 583. 80 
R. H. Jackson Kobe JO , !,5 95 Cost F. 16 • .56 
Cost s. .54.oo 
Land c. 450. 00 
, . Lime 24. 25 27. 96 2;;0.00 110.20 
David Freeman Kobe 30 1-} 25 Cost F. 270.00 
Cost s . 150.00 
Land 12,5. oo 14.20 1, 850. 00 1, 224.60 
G. P, Higdon Kobe 30 l½ 4 Cost F. 28.80 
Costs. 2.30 
Land 20.00 12.77 300. 00 223.38 
TOTAI..s- 4 112 22 131 - 1, 2.57 .11 63.23 $3,100. 00 ij2, :i11. 98 
Cost records on these demonstrations included only such items as ~and Preparation, seeding and seed cost, 
plus cost of fertilizer and harvesting and handeling. 
Interest in lespedeza as a hay crop is increasing in Charleston County. 
Hegari For Grain: Several denonstrations "With Hegari were completely ruined by the emergency of two sep-
arate brood of Army or Soµthern Grass orms, about 4 weeks apart. These insects completely destroyed most late 
planted crops of hegari as well as , stripping of the permanent pastures in the county. 
) . 
Corn For .iilage: E..nension work in Charleston County included 
tests to determine the variety of field corn which would produce the 
highest quality_ and tl1e most tonG of ensilage per acre . A summary of the 
performance of five popular varieties of corn planted for silage production 
follovrs: 
Plantinr, Dates : March 25-30th. 
Crop On Land Preceeding Year: All varieties except Giant Red Popcorn fol-
lowed Corn. Popcorn was planted on land devoted to permanent pasture for 
past 7 years . 
Fertilization: 800 lbs o per acre 5- l0-5 under Corn - 100 lbs . Soda as side 
dresser when imee high. 
Width Rows : 38 inches . 
Cultivations : 1st. cultivation 1n th weeder vihen Corn was 6 inches high. 
s"econd and last cultivation consisted of siding v.rith hiller one furrow per 
row and fallowed by sweep to spread the middle and to cover the Soda when 
Corn was knee high. 
The following figures represent information in connection with the silage 
Corn variety study made on Snee Farm, this year, 1947 • 
Summary ct: Silage Production Demonstration 
Stalks Ears Total Lbs . tbs . Lbs of 
Variety Per Per Height Of of Shucked 
Of Corn 100 ft . 100 ft . (lbs) Leaves Shuck Ea.rs 
Eureka 63 69 210 29 23 33 
Mammoth Ensilage 88 81 240 42 21 55 
Hastinr,·s Prolific 104 103 273 42 31 41 
Permunpki 64 73 222 35 2h 51 
Red Popcorn 127 105 227 42 29 38 
TOTAIS- 5 446 431 1, 172 190 128 218 
The above figures were secured on JJ,Ily 29th just a.head of the filling 
of a 100 ton silo on Snee Farm. 1:r. Kinsey employed 20 people for four days , 
in the cutting of th~ Corn, hauling it from the field, cutting and blowing 
the material into the 100 ton silo. 
Soil Samples: Farmers desiring specific lmow1edge as to the need 
of their planting and pasture lands for additional lime, phospherous and 
potash, often come in to the agentis office to secure a supply of sample 
cups. In former years the county agent has served them. Now that they 
lmow how to do their ovm sample tald.ng and realize the importance of cor-
recting such deficiencies they do the job. 
Work done with truck growers during 1933 to 1936 convinced most farmers 
that it is wise to check by soil analyses the condition of their soils. 
Soil samples were taken during 1947 from 14 property owners representing 
252 acres of lam. 
A list of the property ovmers is given with the number of sanples talcen. 
SUMl :A.RY OF SOIL t>Af.lPIE t> ::;ECURED 
Name 
Urs. F. R. Leepin 
!1'.'rs. Edna Benton 
Mrs. D. L. Walker 
George H. Resch 
J. M. Ackerman 
N. w. Tumbleston 
Katherine Anderson 
A. E. Chadwick 
John R. Jefferies 
c. G. Burn 
v. c. Suggs 
John osnowski 
W. Vio Knight 








































Pecan Grove - oats 








::;nap Beans - Melons - r. Pots. 
Irish Potatoes 
ANIMAL HUSBAIIDRY 
Animal Husband.T'IJ work in Charleston County in 1947 consisted of 
educational and demonstration work vrith 4- H steer feeding ., fitting and 
showing and of tr.::i.ining 4- H club rembers to judge and to exhibit their 
animals . The ·placing of purebred beef steers instead of grade steers 
with 4- H club members is indicative of the improvement made in the qual-
ity of animals used by 4- H livestock feeders in the County. A Sll.I!lDary 
of these animals follows: 
Beef Cattle : Beef Cattle work in 1947 consisted gf -the placing 
of purebred bulls and purebred 4-H feeder steers - Burdizzio demonstra,.. 
tio ... 1 of castratinB steers for 23 ., 4- II members took place auring the year . 
The control of cattle lice and of warbles by the use of 2% D. D. T. for 
lice and 1% Rotonone for warbles in the fall . 'J:wenty three (23) demon-
strations Yr.i. th the above cattle . 
Surrnnary Bee£ Cattle 
Quanity Breed Age Cost 
22 Calves Hereford ) 1.,100.00 ~p 
15 Hereford 6 rnos . 1.,Soo.00 
l Beef Shorthorn 3 nos . 90. 00 
1 Steer Hereford 1} yrs. 13,5.oo 
7 Steers Angus 1 yr. 813 . 67 
TOTALS 46 4'· y> 3,638.67 
Surm.iary of Hogs 
Humber 
Na.me Animals Breed l!.ge Cost 
Frank Zander 2 Hampshires 4 mos . $ 12.00 
Angie Zander 2 Hampshires 4 mos . 12.00 
Legare .alpole '2 Haiapshires 4 nos . 12.00 
Tom Legare 1 Hampshire 4 mos . 12.00 
D. F. Jenkins 1 Hampshire 4- :!l.OS e 12 . 00 
Hen....ry Hay 1 Hampshire 4 nos . 12.00 
Edward Hay 1 Hampshire 4 mos . 12.00 
Vfillie Simnons 1 Hampshire 4 mos . 12. 00 
McKay Simmons 1 Hampshire 4 mos . 12.00 










SumrJaI"J Purebred Beef Bulls Placed 
Number 
Breed Placed 
Beef Shorthorn 1 
Beef Shorthorn 1 
Beef Shorthorn 1 
3 







3 yrs . $ 318.00 
8 mos. 110. 00 
l J._ yrs 700.00 2 • - ~; 1,158.00 
Age Cost 
3-6 yrs . $ 2,080.00 
$ 2 080.00 
A Purebred Milking .:>horthorn Bull was placed with Frank Marvin, Meg-
getts ~ection of the County. Another Milking ::;horthorn Bull Calf was placed 
with the negro county agent of Berkeley County. The farmer sold for ~pl50.00 
the latter sold for ~plOo.oo. 
No purebred Hereford or Angus breeding males or females were placed 
during 1947. 
As a result of educational extension work m.th beef cattle and hog 
growers all commercial and farrJ herds are headed by purebred sires . 
DAIRYING 
Dairying : Extension work in dairying in 194 7 included educa.-
tional and demonstration work involved vii.th establishing and fertiliz-
ing permanent JE,stures , improving ready established sods of permanent 
pastures by making addit ional pl antings of better grasses and legumes , 
planting temporary grazing crops of small grains and legumes . Testing 
popular varieties of ensilage Corn, and training dairy judging tean. 
GROWING AIID CURIIJG QUALITY ROUGHAGES 
Growing and preserving ensilage, establishing permanent pastures 
and improving old sods and growing annual grazing crops have been dis-
cussed under the agrononzy- section of this report. The Extension Dairy 
Specialists have been helpful in planning production recomnendations with 
the above enterprises . 
4-H Dairy Cattle Judging Team: This work also was discussed un-
der the 4-H section. However, Extension Dairy Specialist have rendered 
valuable help in this phase of Extension vlork conducted in Charleston 
County during 1947. · 
Extension Dairy and Forage Crops 0chool: Prior to the holding of 
this 2- day school at Walterboro, the county agent publicised the value of 
attendini;; the school by farm people . The local radio and news papers as 
well as naking personal visits vrere made in an effort to secure a good 
attendance of fari:1 ovmers at this school. 
J ,. , 
/ 
EUTOllOLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 
F,xtension work in entomology and plant pathology in 1947 was com-
posed of uork crop disease , crop insects ., livestock and poultry disease 
and insects and beekeeping. 
Crop Insects 
Corn Weevils: Instructions for improving corn storage barn ahead 
of fumigating for weevils were given Phillip Higdon., Route h, Charleston. 
Fol101n.ng the completion of improvement to barn lir. Higdon uas instructed 
in the use of carbondisulphide in destroying Corn Weevils . The treatments 
eradicated rats and weevils . 
Oat Insects : This fall a survey of damage to Oats was· made on eight 
faI'r.IB in county in different com:~unties . Leaf hoppers destroyed many plant-
ings of earzy Oats completely. The use of 5% D. D. T. Dust at rate of 20 
pounds per acre vra.s recomr:iended to fame rs throuf;hout County. 'TI1ose who 
used the treatment saved their crop. 
Sweet Po ta to ·1{eevils: This new svreet potato insect was f ound. on 
beach morning glories here in 1945 then another survey by depar tment and 
state crop pest coL11Jission entomologist on a few fanrr properties in trro 
sections of the County. In 1947 rather intensive exami..~ations by these 
trained investigators have revealed that these insects are spreading rapidly 
into other cor.w.run:i. ties of the County. 'l'hese insects have been found in sev-
eral back- yard patches in the Ci t.r, and on so many properties on James Is-
land, until it is considered as being almost completely infested. Proper-
ties on Johns Island and east of Highrray 17 from Ut . Pleasant up to within 
a fey, miles of rcClellanville . 
The weevil has been found also along J:agnolia Gardens Road., iest 
of the Ashley. 
Three farm r.ieetin:s arrong white grovrers has been held and as many 
meetings have been held with colored farmers vm.ere the novinc picture -
11 The Sweet Potato .Teevil" was shown and t he proposed quarrantine on sweet 
potato sales and plantings and storage have been explained. 'l'he news paJ>-
ers and Radios have been used in disimminating information to farn people 
have been used. 
Field investigations and of stored potatoes have been nade by the 
agent in cooperation nith the local in:vestigators employed by the U. s. 
Departr.ient and The State Crop Pest Commission. 
Nematodes: The Shell Oil Compaey assisted the county agent and u-. 
and Krs. Prentiss, of the North Charleston Section of the County to put on 
a nematode eradication demonstration. A 1-acre garden plot was used which 
was infested vrith ne~~todes so badly vegetables suseptible of injury from 
these organi:sms cor1·ld not be successfuD..y gravm. 'I'he t.rcat."'7lent was applied 
by a field represenative of the ~hell Oil Company. 
Tona toes were planted and at tine fruits were beginning to ripen a 
number of plants -vrere pulled and the roots examined - Not a sign of eel 
worm injury could be seen. 
The cost of treating an acre with this r:1aterial ,·,as ._p42.00 for r:1a-
terial. 
The purpose of the demonstration was to determine the efficiency of 
the material and the practability of its use on lands intensively cultivated. 
The Conclusion is: The use of this na ter:i..al is highly practical when 
used on i'amily gardens and on other lands intensively farmed to perishable 
crops. 
Irish Potato Tuber Moth: An investigation ·of stored white potatoes 
on the farm oi' E. Ho Grinball revealed the presence of tins dangerous in-
sect. Since ulu. te potatoes are seldom held on fam :for long periods in 
Sunur:er nor in large amounts this othenti.se serious insect doesn•t cause 
Tride spread damage in the Coun fy o 
Mexican Bean Beetle: The county acent receives nany calls request-
ing lu.s help to control this insect. This situation prevails in spite of 
the fact that the control measures are outlined in radio talks, in news 
articles and given in a circular letter each. Maey garden ovmers through-
out ti1e county just dontt realize until their crops have been almost con-
pletely destroyed that something must be done. 
70% Ccyoli te Du.st applied at first appearance of this insect un-
less the plants have begun to set fruit is the recor,,. enda tion given. After 
pods have begun to set, S;-~ D.D.T. Dust is the recomnendation. 
Boll eevil: Plans were made and Benzine Herichloride was secured 
for use in Treevil control Tri th Marshall Craven, of the Ladson Community and 
Arthur 3noak of the Yonges Island Corrraunity, but the continuous heavy rains 
during June, July and :ugust prevented its use. 
t:iscellaneooo Insects: R. c. Hearne, R.El.D. 2, u. s. !'faval Base, 
s. c., called the agent for assistance in ridding his cured meats of skip.. 
pers - J • R. Hawldns t recoI:1I'1endations were applied and the meat was rrade 
wholesome again and consequently approxinately 800 pounds of meat was saved. 
Cattle Louse - Ox a rbl e : All 23 feede rs of 4- H steers were assist-
ed in treating their aninal s for the prevention of this insect and the ox war-
ble during the year - 2% D. D. T. ,ras used for lice and 1% :i1otonone was used for 
prevention of warble . 
Rou..TJ.d form in Hog : Sodiun Flouride (90% ) was secured for B. L. "{al-
ple, Johns Island, s. c., early last February and 19 pigs were fed on a mix-
ture of 1 part Sodium Flouride to 99 parts finely chop:r:ied dry corn. The treat-
ed pigs showed signs of rapid improvenent alr:1ost imn,ediately follo:r.i.ng the 
treatment. The pigs were put on clean land followi ng the completion of the 
treatment and remai ned until s old . 
L. E. Cox and Son, of YonEeS Island s tarted a dual demonstration on 
July 28th - Hom::ing dorm Corn 1.i.. th vrorm free 66 l b . shoates . The 0hoats 
showing heavy symptoms of wonn infestation. Agent purchased Roach Killer 
containing 43% bodium Flouride and little if a.rzy- improve1-:Bnt as a result of 
the treatment was noted. Five days follorling treatnent the pigs we r e put 
i nto corn field to hog dmm corn. The piss uere weighed ahead of treatment 
aYJ.d before they were turned into field the rate of gain was so poor and s low 
until the animals were ta.ken t o market at end of 30 days and sold as unfin-
ished hogs . The shoats avera0 ed 78 lbs • . 
As the result of the above de onstration I have concluded that the 
poor result exper ienced ,vith Roach Killer may have been the percent of So-
dimn Flouride nas tco l ow. 'lbe hogs treated with more concentrated Sodium 
Flouride uas entirely satisfactory. 'l"'herefore in future only the most high-
ly concentrated Sodium Flouride TTill be used. 
Plant Disease 
Seed Borne Disease : Charlie Ravenel, Rou-c,e 4, Charleston, planted 35 bushels 
of ··Jheat. W. -• Hamilton, J ohns Island, planted 15 bushel Wheat and 50 bush-
els of Oats and r. J . Cooner of Tea Farr.i and M. Cr aven, Clinton Craven, -rr • .. {. 
Knight, Herbert Craven and Forrest Craven planted their entire melon acreage 
to seed that had been treated by the seedsman. These seed nere ordered as a 
result of advice of the agent . AJJ.. grorrers of Cucur.ber and Ca:rrtaloupe seed 
in the County request ready- treated in making their seed orders as a result 
of educational YTork done in past years by the county agent and the local 
Truck E::q)eriment Station. 
Hog Chdlera Control : Requests vrere mde for the services of ::;tate 
Livestock Sanitary Dcpz.rfuent in the control and prevention of hog cholera 
for 50 ·d1ite farie rs in tJ1e Count-y. llS a result, of t,his work 573 hogs were 
immunized for white farners in Charleston County during 1947. 
Five hundred and seventy-four (574) colored farr-ers Trere assisted in 
securing similar service . As a restmlit of educa tii.onal wor k among these negro 
farncrs 1, 920 hoc;s yrere treated for the prevention of hog cholPra in Charles-
ton County during 1947. 
Horses : The innocu1ation of 75 horses on Edisto IsJamd was super-
vised b;y the agent. 
BEEKEEPIHG 
Extension vrork in connection with beekeeping i n Charleston 
County during 1947 consisted of ordering 2 queen bees and supplies . 
The holding of monthly beekeepers meeting at which Mr. M. G. 




Extension Forestry work in Charleston County in 1947 included assist-
ing farm people with problems of deterrJining best variety of fores try seed-
lings to order as determined by soil drainage and fire hazards . The plant-
ing of Hard"IToods was discouraged wherever land has to be used by cattle . 
Supplies of Chror:1ated Zinc Chloride were made availabl e through Burris Chem-
ical Company to farmers . 
Assisted farm peopl e ,vi th selective cutting, marking., thinning., sale 
and securing seed. Fence post treatment was supervised vrith a fanner . A 
sunnnary of Forestry Seedlings placed during 1947 follows : 
Sunnnary of Forestry Seedlings Placed 
Name No . Trees Placed Variety 
Chas . Truck Experiment Station 
t>easide Fam, Mt. Pleasant., s. c. 
Magnolia Garden 
Mrs• 1 i. H. Humphries 
c. D. Huyler 






, ., ooo 
, , ooo 
Slash Pine 
Long Leaf Pine 
Long Leaf Pine 
Long Leaf Pine 
Slash Pine 
Long Leaf Pine 
olash Pine 
TOTALb 6 34 000 
Arbor Day Program: One hundred fifty uw (152) pupils of St. Johns 
High ochool observed the planting of a Cork Oak Seedling Tree on the od:J.ool 
Grounds and were addressed by the County Forest Ranger and the county agent 
and the boil Conservationist follovring the tree planting. 
Fence Post Treatment : Phillip G. Higdon., lloute 4, Charleston and 
II. F. Zittrauer, Johns .Lsland., treated sufficient fence post to reset decayed 
post with t r eated post vrere needed. Mr. Higdon treatment cost 22¢ per post 
including timber. Famers in 2 adjoining counties were a::;sisted to secure 
Chromated Zinc Chloride with Tlhich to treat post. 
Fire Protection : This county has a full time forest ranger emp.Loyed. 
Woodland Examination and i.iarkine Report ------------";ioodland Ex- Ac_r_e_s ________ M ..._a_r_ki.,___ n_g_A,_s-· s_i_s_ta_n-ce 
Land Owners Nane amined Acres Marked Bd. Ft. Ccr ds 
E. c. orrison 
Urban H. Kennedy 
F. H. H. Calhoun 
G. c. Haas 
c. D. Huyler 
J o Co Greenvray 
A. B. Himi tz 





















Work similar to the above listed activities will continue to be done so long 
as the need exists . Too few well planned and rrianaged farn wood lots are to be 
found in Charleston County. 
FOUR-H CIUB WORK 
Boys t 4-H Club 1 ork was conducted in ten regular organized clubs in 
Charleston County in 1947. However, 4-H Club Work was carried on in 
every section of the County except Edisto Island, McClellanville and 
Ladson, this was possible due to the large enrollment of the larger 
consolidated High Schools. One hundred and eighty-seven boys were en-
rolled and majority of the members attended the monthly meeting at 
their School. 
Summary of enrollment and completions: Following is given a list 
of the clubs and a summary of enrollment and completions: 
SUMJMRY 4-H CIDB ENROLDAENT AND COMPLETIONS 
Number Number Per Cent Members 
Members Completed Completing 
Na.me of Club Enrolled Danonstrations Demonstilations 
Adams Run Ele. School 22 8 36% 
Gen. Wmo Moultrie High 21 4 19% 
Judge ::imi th 11.e. School 10 1 10% 
Meggett Ele. School 17 9 53% 
Mt. Pleasant Academy 23 3 13% 
Rantowles Ele. School · 11 3 27% 
Ravenel Ele. School 14 7 50% 
st. Andrews Parish School 17 0 0% 
st. Johns High & Ele. 22 12 54% 
st. Pauls High School 30 7 23% 
TOTAL'>- 10 Clubs 187 54 29% 
Follm'ling is given a summary of 4-H club enrollment of boys, and 
yearly completions from 1930 through 1947: 
SUMMARY 4-H CLUB ENROIJ.JJENT AND COUPLETIONS 1930-1947 
Year Enrollment CompJe tions Per Cent Completions 
1930 63 23 37% 
1931 65 20. 30% 
1932 69 20 29% 
1933 45 24 53% 
1934 58 32 55% 
1935 122 78 64% 
1936 ll6 43 37% 
1937 106 55 52% 
1938 114 5o 44% 
1939 118 39 33% 
1940 75 28 37% 
1941 82 37 4570 
1942 136 68 48% 
1943 155 53 34 
1944 150 59 39 ,ri 
1945 155 49 32~ 
1946 167 45 27,; 
1947 187 54 29;t 
TOTALS 1~983 777 39% 
Summary 4-H club demonstrations: On the fallowing page is gi ven a 
summary of 4-H club demonstrations completed in 1947: 
' -
71 ,, 
SUMMARY ST:SZR FEEDING DE1IOHSTRATIONS 
r 
No . Days Gain Total Total 
Name of Member An:unals Fed in wt. Value Cast Profit 
Aaron Leland 2 368 740 $ 482. 76 $ 4ll. 49 $ 71. 27 
Dick Britzius 1 199 189 ~~ 200 . 00 $ 189. 95 $ 10.05 
Jinnnie Cockerill 1 360 201 ~~ 172. 25 163. 75 a.so 
James .Allan Cox 1 365 301 ~. ~p 201. 20 99 . 75 101. 45 
~p 
129. 95 93 . 85 36. 10 Harold T. Dukes 1 299 202 $ 
James P. Dukes 1 359 3.51 149. 95 139. 50 10. 45 
Edward Hay 3 90.5 951 6.23.92" 393. 25 230. 67 
Henry Hay 2 669 931 417. 86 355. 48 62 . 38 
Durmie Hughes, Jr. 1 301 304 198. 20 108. ,50 89.70 
Tommy Legare 3 818 lll7 599 . 25 4.59. 38 139. 87 
Buddy Meyer 1 361 365 169. 20 104. 03 65.17 
Billy Mitchell 4 667 ll78 528. 60 397. 34 131. 26 
Eldridge Muckenfuss 1 358 401 247.10 146. 21 100. 89 
Ed:vrard Redmond 1 348 270 99 . 20 76.95 22. 25 
Steve Taylor 2 673 715 294. 60 144. oo 150. 60 
Legare Walpole 4 535 2010 1412. 76 888. 52 524. 24 
rayne Weeks 1 198 145 190. 64 129.20 61044 
----- _ .. ------
TOTALS 17 boys 30 7,783 10,371 $6~1171a44 $4,;0l.15 $li,816$29 
Sumnary Dairy Calf Club Demonstrations 
No. Days Gain Total TOTAL 
Name of Member Animals Fed In Wt. Value Cost PROFIT 
Boineau, Maxey 1 2137 201 $274.oo $ 243.10 p 30.90 
Boineau, Richard 1 290 195 299.00 290.55 8.45 
Hughes , Jald.e 1 273 194 200.00 109.00 91.00 
TOTALS - 3 3 850 590 $773.00 $642.65 $130.35 
Sunmary Poultry Club Demonstrations 
Number Number Total Total 
Name of Member Started Raised Value Cost FROFTT 
Hymie L. Blumenberg 100 92 $ 73.60 $ 60.60 $ 13.00 
Peter Chapman 100 84 58.80 24.00 34.80 
Joe Chinnis 25 20 24.10 24000 .10 
Lanier Cox 100 54 67.50 33.06 34.44 
Franklin D. Driggers 12 10 12.00 n.5o .5o 
Severn Massenburg 50 50 51.20 28.50 22.70 
Dickie Reeves 52 50 35.50 33.00 2.50 
Jim Rodgers 100 97 79.50 68.40 11.10 
Robert Trammell 25 22 19.80 18.10 1.70 
Tumbleston, Harold 100 50 42.60 32.50 10.10 
TOTALS-,; 10 boys 66~ 529 ~64060 $ 333.66 $ 130.94 
SUI!lmary of Garden Club Denonstrations 
Size of Total Total 
Name of Member Garden Value Cost PROFIT 
Russell Cooper l/4 $ 21.30 ~~ 9.67 $ n.63 
Thomas Edge 1/3 93.50 14.oo 79.50 
Tommy Jones 1 m.5o 54.20 57.30 
Cecil Murdaugh 3/4 15.oo 8.50 6.50 
Charlie Murdaugh 1/2 20.00 7.50 12 • .so 
Dan Q\vens .2J5 43.00 13.05 29.95 
Wilfred Platt 1/20 14.,40 1.05 7.35 
Edward Redmond, Jr. 3/4 458.oo J.41.20 316.80 
TOT.AI.S- 8 boys 4.3 $776.70 $2.55.17 $521.53 
SUillrnary Sweet Potato Club Demonstrations 
No. of Yield Total Total 
Na.me of Member Acres (bu) Value Cost PROFIT 
Tully Inabinett 1 1.52..8 $ 305.60 $ 103.55 $ 202.05 
Tonmy Jones 1 90.5 181.00 76.85 104.15 
Edward Redmond · 1 151.4 302.80 107.85 194.95 
Jerry Arthur Smoak 1 96.4 192.80 81.10 lll.70 
Edward Walpole 1 244.4 488 .80 155.40 333.40 
John Walpole 1 260.2 520.40 163.00 357.40 
TOTALS- 6 boys 6 995.4 ~pl,991.40 $687.75 $1,303.65 
Summary Corn Production Demonstration 
No. Yield 
Name of Member Acres (bu) Value Cost · PROFIT 
James Barnes 2 120 $ 300.00 $ 72.80 $ 227.20 
TOTAL- 1 boy 2 120 $ 300000 $ 72.80 $ 227.20 
Summary Watermelon Production Demonstration 
No. of Total Total Total 
Name of Member Acres Yield Value Cost PROFIT 
Norris w. Mintz 1/2 130 $ 65.oo $ n.10 $ 53.90 
TOTAL- 1 boy 1/2 130 $ 6.5.oo $ ll.10 $ 53.90 
Summa!:Z Pig Breeding Club Demonstration 
No. Days Gain Total Total 
Na..rne of Member Animals Fed in Wt. Value Cost PROFIT 
Collon Baldwin 1 171 150 $ 90.00 $68.75 $ 21.25 
TOTAL- 1 boy 1 171 1.50 $ 90.00 $ 68.75 $ 21.25 
Summary Pig Fattening Class Demonstrations 
No. Days Gain Total Total 
Name of Member Animals Fed in wt. Value Cost PROFIT 
Louis Berry l 60 90 ~t 54.oo $ 29.02 ITT' ,jj) 24.98 
Ronr..ie Chaplin 1 150 107 43.90 39.20 4.70 
R8JJD.ond Cox 15 64 1,128 490.50 410.38 80.12 
Durmie Hughes, Jr. 8 183 642 100.00 12.00 88.oo 
Jakie Hughes 6 · 280 438 61.32. 18.00 43.32 
Henry Marvin 5 123 295 113.40 90.00 23.40 
H. c. Sires 1 131 106 42.75 32.53 10.22 
TOTAI.S- 7 boys 37 991 2,806 $905.87 $631.13 $274.74 
Complete Records: Only 29% of the enrollment of 4-H club memb-
ers completed their records in 1947. 
Scarsity and high cost of livestock and poultry feeds and the 
extremely high selling price .for livestock and poultry made it impossi-
ble for many club members to get their demonstrations under way. 
The continuous rains throughout most of the entire year result-
ed in many members never getting their crops in and a large number of 
boys whose crops were planted was seriously injured by excess moisture. 
4-H Judging Team Training: Thirty-five (35) 4-H club members 
were trained in judging dairy cattle., beef cattle and hogs. Th.is work 
began in early February and continued through to April 1st. Of these 
35., all were eliminated except the 8 boys who served on the two teams. 
These 8 were intensively trained up to the date of the district contests. 
Following the winnine of both teams at the t\10 district contests the 
county agent continued training both judging teams using herds belonging 
to purebred breeders in lower s. c • ., until the ::itate Contest was held. 
Both teams won at the ::;tate Contest held at Clemson College in 
August. Following the -vtinnings at their ,State Contest the judging team 
continued to receive what coaching the county agent and the livestock 
and dairy specialists could give them until the National Contests were 
held. 
In the course of training these 4-H club members attended the 
Du.roe and Hampshire Swine Breeders bhow and Sale in Orangeburg and 
Sumber., s. c. The Fair at Charlotte, N. c., and many herds of good 
dairy and beef cattle and Duroc and Hampshire hogs. During their visits to 
these herds many observations involving herd management and breeding were 
r:18.de by these teams. 
There were no draft horses available for use in coaching the live-
stock judging team. Neither was there any flocks of sheed available in 
lmrer s. c. for my judging team training work. 
Score by Team at .District Livestock Judging ~ontest: This contest 
.was held in Florence, s. c., in connection with the State's oldest Fat 
Stock tihow • 
. The Charleston County Livestock Judging Team won first, the score 
was 11 503 points. 
The Colleton County Team score was 1.,449 points. 
Individual Scores 
Aaron Leland, 1st - with 520 points 
Henry Hay., 3rd ---- with 501 points 
Arthur Glover --- with 482 points 
Billy Mitchell - wi tJ1 Lr26 points 
Score of the Dairy Judging Team at the District Contest : On July 
31st, the Jersey Cattle of Fred Young, Florence, s. c., and the Guernsey 
Cattle of Cokers Pedigreed Seed Farm were placed by the 4- H dairy teams 
in this contest. 
The Charleston County Dairy Cattle Judging Team won first place 
in this judging contest. 
Score By Teams At State Livestock Judging Contest, Clemson College: 
The Charleston County Livestock Judging Team score was 2, llS points, 1st. 
The Allendale County Livestock Judging Team Score was 2, 107 points . 
Individual Scores of Team Members 
Henry Hay - 1st with 567 points - Highest in placing and beef cattle 
and tied for 2nd place in judging hogs . 
Aaron Leland - 3rd high individual score and tied for 2nd place in 
hogs . 
Arthur Glover - no figures available 
Billy Mitchell - no figures available 
Score by Teams at State Dairy Cattle Judging Contest, Clemson Col-
lege : The Charleston County Dairy Cattle Judging Team score was 9, 650 
points . 
The Chester County Dairy. Cattle Judging Team was placed 2nd. 
Individual Scores of Team Members 
Raymond Cox - 1 st - with 2.,520 points 
Henry Marvin - 3rd - rith 2.,420 points 
Eldridge :Muckenfuss vd th 2.,380 points 
Lanier Cox with 2.,330 points 
Score of the 4- H Dairy Cattle Judging Team, Columbus, Ohio 
s. c. Dairy Judging Team score was 21 491 points -
1 inning Dairy Judging Team score was 2, 762 points 
Individual Score,s of Team Hembers 
Raymond Cox - 24th - with 894 points 
Eldridge Muckenfuss - 78th - with 754 points 
Henry Marvin - 50th - vdth 842 points 
Lanier Cox - 53rd - with 835 points 
Perfect score •••••••••••••• 1, 100 points 
Team Placement 
21 
Steer Feeding and Fitting: Seventeen of the twenty 4-H club memb-
ers who won their hereford steers during Charleston County's first 4-H 
Steer Scramble Contest on October 1946, completed their feeding and fit-
ting and showing demonstrations in November of this year. These Steers 
will be identified as 4-H scramble steers in this narrative. Eighteen (18) 
of these animals were also exhibited at the Charleston County 4-H Spring 
Steer Show. This was the first show of this kind ever held in the County. 
In addition to the feeding of the 20, 4-H scramble steers by 17 
different boys. Nine different 4-H club members entered 18 steers in the 
ti,vo Spring Fat Stock Shows . 
At the Florence Fat Stock ::ihow the following 4-H club members ex-
hibited 8 steers, they we re: 
Na.mes of 4-H 
,:.) 7 
· Exhibitor Address 
No. Animals 



















4-H Choice ~teers Exhibited - 5 
4-H Good Steers Exhibited - 1 
4-H Medium Steers Exhibited - 1 
Choice Reserve Champion 
Choice 
Choice 
Good and 1 Commercial 
Commercial 
Contre rcial 
4-H Corrunercial Steers Exhibited - 2 
Total 4-H Steers Exhibited - 9 
Different boys exhibiting - 6 
At the Walterboro Fat Stock cihow the following 4-H Club members 
exhibited 9 Steers. They were: 
Na.me of 4-H No Animals 
Exhibitor Address Exhibited 
Tomn:w Legare Johns Island 2 
Edward Hay Wadamalaw Isld 1 
Henry Hay Vladmalaw Isld. 1 
Legare Walpole Johns Island 2 
Aaron Leland WadmalaYT Is land 1 
June Glover Johns Island 1 
Arthur Glover Johns Island 1 
4-H Choice Steers exhibited - 8 
4-H Good Steers Exhibited - 1 














Eleven individual 4-H club members exhibited 18., 4-H steers at the 
tv,o public Fat Stock Shows. Of the 18 steers exhibited 13 graded choice, 
ti,vo went as Good and one as Medium and two were classified as co:r::imercial 
Steers. 
CHARLE:;TON COUHTY 10 ~PRING 4- H STEER t>HOW 
The Charleston Civitan Club sponsored this ~pring showi ng of 
l.rH fat steers . 
The show was held on Marion Square in the afternoon, following 
a father and son banquet given by the Club . Each exhibitor and his 
father were introduced by the county agent. 
Before the animals were placed - The show was opened by the 
Mayor of Charleston who welcomed the 4- H group and canmended them UP-
on their fine work and exhibits . 
A model 4- H · club meeting was conducted by the Mt. Pleasant 4- H 
Club for the public . 
The district l.rH club agent made a few remarks just before the 
judge of the show Mr. I . D • .:>chilling was int roduced. 
Following the conclusion of the placing of the animals a barbe-
cue was given for all club members and their µi rents and school superin-
tendents . 
placing: 
The Steers were classified into tuo groups for exhibition and 
The Senior Group - those titeers put on feed in June 1946/ 
Junior Group - the Scramble Steers not on feed Nov. 1946. 
Five hundred dollars in cash was donated to the Shm1 by the 
Ci vi tans of vrhich $350. 00 was used as prizes and as a bounty to those 
boys shoYring choice steers . 
The local distributors of milk and dairy products eacb. cooper-
ated by offering a purebred guernsey heifer to the club member shovring 
the champion steer in each group. 
Edward Hay, Wadmalaw Island, s. c, showed the Champion Steer in 
the Senior Group. Th.is steer placed 2nd in his class at the iialterboro 
Fat Stock Showe 
Legare Walpole showed the Champion Steer in the Junior Group 
which was fimshed this fall and shorm at the fall l.rII show held in 
connection ·with our County Fair. 'I'h:i..s animal was made champion of the 
Show and was sold at Auction to Francis lfarion Hotel of Charleston for 
~l. Ol per pound. 
Twenty- three club mer:ibers exhibited thirty- seven fat Steers at 
the Spring 4- II t>teer Show. 
, ., 
THE CI-ffiRIEtiTOH COUNTY FALL 4-H STEER ::mow 
This second 4-H showing of fat steers was held at the Charleston 
County Fair and sponsored by the Charleston Agricultural and Industrial 
Fair Association. 
The Fair .Association provided $300. 00 in prize money for the 4- H 
club livestock-show. 
The 4- H fat steers were divided into two competitive groups as 
was done in the t>pring. Only 4- H club members from Charleston County 
could exhibit and compete in this :::ihow. 
The Senior Group was composed of scramble steers vihich were 
grouped in the Spring as Junior Steers along with 4 additional heave 
steers purchased for exhibit at our 19h8 Spring Fat Stock Show. Twenty-
one (21) steers were entered and shown. 
The junior group was composed of steers placed on feed in May of 
1947, also for exhibiting at the 1948 Spring Fat Stock Shows. Eighteen 
(18) steers were sho'l"lll in this class·. 
A total of 39, 4- H steers were exhibited at this Show by 25, 4-H 
Club Members. 
Charleston County 4- H Steer Auc.tion : This event was made possi-
ble by 18 local business men in 1946 Tiho provided free of cost 20 calves 
for the use of 4-H club members in thei r 1947 livestock feeding work. Of 
the twenty scramble steers , 17 were finished and sold at public auction. 
These a.nirials averaged 36½¢ per pound with the grand champion 
selling for $1. 01 a pound or for a total of ~~975 . 6.5. This auctions ale 
was the frist such sale ever held in the County. 
4- H Club Boys titeer Scramble: The 1947 t;cramble held exclusive-
ly for li.- H club members was Charleston County's second event of this 
kind. Forty- three (43) 4- H club boys participated this year. Twenty-
one (21) calves were made available by 17 local business men. These 
calves will be fitted and shmm and auctioned at the 1948 Fall 4- H 
Livestock Show. 
For the first time· admission to the 4-H Steer Scramble was re-
quired. Those in attendance declared the 4-H sho11, the auction and the 
scramble a success as well as being the most interesting and educati..onal 
feature of the County Fair. 
The Charlesinn County Lives t ock Growers Association cooperated in 
putting on the Show, Sale and second Scranble. 
The Junior Chamber of Comnerce printed the tickets covering ad.mis-
sion and helped with publicity . WC~C provided loud speakers and radio 
facilities used during auction sale and the call scra.r.ible. 
WTMA, a local broadcasting station gave free time for the use 
of the Johns Island Board of 4-H club advisers and the County Agent, 
which was used in discussing the fall 4-H livestock shovr1 sale., calf 
scramble, and steer auction sale . This time was given without cost. 
The Charleston County Livestock Growers paid for advertise-
ment of the 4- H steer auc t ion Ymich was carried in 3 issues of one of 
our local daily papers . 
G. Chalmers McDermid, former county agent for Charleston Coun-
ty assisted vd th publicity dealing with owners· of 1946 scramble steers 
and their sponsors . Short news stories of the 4-H achievements of 
several of the boys were published with the picture of the boys, the 
steer and the sponsor. Mr. McDermid rendered much assistance for many. 
4-H County Council : 
somewhat during the year. 
was held. 
This phase of 4-H club work was developed 
Trm (2) meetings of the executive Cammi ttee 
State 4-H Encampment : On June 16-20th, 25 4-H Club Members 
attended tlieir 5 - day encampment at Camp Bob Cooper. 
State 4-H Conservation Meeting : Three Charleston County 4- H 
Club Members were in attendance at tbis meeting. 
State County Council Leeting: Billy Mi tchell1 representing 
the Charleston C::ounty Council attenaed this meeting in Sumter., s. c. 
../ ) 
HORTICULTURE 
Hor ticult~al extension work in Charleston County during 1947 
included demonstration work ,dth sweet potatoes ., watermelons, cucumbers , 
cantaloupes ., spring cabbage ., irish potatoes and snap beans . 
Svreet Potatoes 
Sweet Potatoes: Six enterprise demonstrations were conducted dur-
ing 1947. Information one sweet potato grom..ne was presented to the grow·-
ers in the form of radio tallcs ., news articles , circular letters., and by 
the showing of a specially prepared film on the sweet potato weevil at 
2 meetings of farmers . A surrrm.ary of these demonstrations follows : 
Summary Sweet Potato Production Demonstrations 
Yield Per Acre 
Name Acres No . r1s No. 2'. 1s Returns Cost Profit 
Snee Farm 2 100 bu 65 bu$ 600. 00 $ 30. 00 $ 570. 00 
M. 11. Tucker 1 75 2.5 50. 00 1.5. oo 35. oo 
R. T. llorrison .5 100 7.5 975 . oo 625, oo 350. 00 
I . R. Wilson 2 90 30 90. 00 20. 00 70. 00 
Ee H. Walpole 16 11.i.O 6.5 4, 400. 00 2.,400. 00 2, 000. 00 
w. L. Martschink 7 100 So 1.t 57.5. oo 89.5. oo 680. 00 
TOTA.lli 6 33 60.5 310 $7, 690. 00 ~~3., 98$. 00 ~~3 ., 705 .00 
PJ7ERA.GEt> Per A. - 18. 3 9. 4 ~233. 33 $120. 7.5 $112. 27 
Truck Crops 
, ork with truck crops consisted of production cost demonstrations 
with irish potatoes ., cucu..mbers ., snap beans , spring cabbage , cantaloupes and 
vra termel ons • 
Irish Potatoes: Sixteen enterprise demonstrations vrere conducted 
during 1947. A summary of 1n1ich follows : 
..., I 
Summary Irish Potato Demonstrations 
Yielcttloo lb . bag) 
Name Acres No . 1 1s No. 21 s Receipts Cost Profit 
M. M. Tucker 3 300 20 ~p 800. 00 $ 400. 00 $ 400. 00 
E. K. Jones 31 81 243 7, 475. oo 5, 890. 00 1, 585. 00 
Dan E. Hay 70 12.5 600 24.,000. 00 16, 000. 00 8., 000.00 
c. E. Gibson 139 136 11 32, 154. 00 27, 860.00 4,294. 00 
J . s . &w. E. Seabrook 137 131 18 51..i..,ooo. oo 35, 990. 00 18., 010. 00 
Lewis Hay 34 129 14 13, 567. 74 8., 500.00 5, 062. 74 
c. c. Geraty 80 170 10 42., 200. 00 19, 250. 25 22, 949 .75 
H. M. Hay 32 155 286 13, 423 . 15 6.,120.00 7, 303 .15 
w. A. Smoak 30 104 72 7.,100. 00 6, 800.00 300. 00 
B. L. Walpole 24 50 21 4., 880. 00 4., 392. 00 488. 00 
I . R. Wilson 10 180 8 2, 400. 00 2, 000. 00 400.00 
J . E. Jmkins 38 145 116 15,163 . 78 12, 140.00 3, 023 . 78 
R. c. Harrison 45 13.5 15 14, 400.00 n , 250.00 3, 150.00 
Ee n. Walpole J.)..i. 120 100 5,020.00 1,850.00 3, 170.00 
W • L.Martschink · 165 150 1.5 60., 000. 00 50., 000 00 10, 000. 00 
George w. Hills 42 200 8 27,2 132. 00 9z450 oo 17z682 . oo 
Till' Alli 16 894 2, 311 1.,557 323, 715 . 67 217, 897 . 25 105, 81B. Ii2 
AVEHAG~ 2. 6 1. 7 362 . 09 243 . 73 ll8. 37 
A SU1llLlary of these demonstrations wiJJ. be used as educational ma-
terial in work with potato growers in Charleston County. 
Spring Cabbage; Twelve enterprise records were secured during 1947. 
Work witn'1.lils crop consisted of news articles and radio talks on insect 
control, on this important truck crop. A SWllilary of these records follows : 
SUlilI!lary Spring Cabbage Demonstrations 
Yield 
Name Acres (50 bu bags) Returns Cost Profit 
E. K. Jones 8 210 ~~ 2, 941. 00 $ 2, 240. 00 $ 701. 00 
w. :M. Hamilton 10 180 1., 800. 00 2.,soo. 00 700. 00 los 
c. E. Gibson 40 215 12, 200. 00 u ., 980. 00 220. 00 
Lewis Hay 8 341 3., 837. oq 1, 760.00 2, 077. 00 
J . s . sw. E. Seabrook 35 50 500. 00 3, 500.00 3,000. 00 Los 
T. Go Legare, 10 210 3,847. 90 2, 841.00 1., 006. 90 
c. c. Geraty 60 300 30.,100. 00 18, 959. 00 n .,141. oo 
H. M. Hay 8 260 2, 277.16 1., 653. 00 624. 16 
R0 G. Ki.ng 30 300 15., 500. 00 7, 500. 00 8,000. 00 
W. A,. Smoak 5 250 1, 000. 00 1, 250.00 250. 00 Los 
Re Co Harrison 15 400 7, 000. 00 4, 200.00 2, 800. 00 
George w. Hills 15 140 2 ,oo. oo 2 250. 00 250. 00 
. TOTAL':> 12 21~1 2,"8 3, 03. 0 ~ o., 33. 00 -AVERAGE 11. 7 $ 342.22 $248. 49 
Snap Beans : Fifteen enterprise records were secured during 1947. 
Horticnl tural -v,ork vd th this crop consisted of farm visits, circular let-
ters suggestin8 control measures of insects and disease. A new variety., 
the Logan was recommended to a few grorrers who conducted these enterprise 
demonstrations . A summary of these snap bean enterprise records follows : 
Summary Snap Bean Demonstrations (Profit) 
No. Yield Total Total 
NaJi"..e Acres Bu. Returns Cost Profit 
M. . Tucker 2 100 $ 200. 00 $ 190. 00 $ 10. 00 • 
B. c. Myers 6 18 288. 00 237. 25 50. 75 
T. G. Legare 7 40 602. 90 405. 00 197. 90 
R. J .Morrison 50 150 4., 200.00 3, 965. 25 234. 75 
w. A. Smoak 2 64 442. 90 388. 00 54090 
B. L. Yfalpole 36 200 3., 000 00 2.,100. 00 900. 00 
R. C. Harrison 20 . 60 2., 400.00 1., 500.00 900. 00 
'VIToL.Martschink 20 70 637 00 500.00 137. 00 
TOTALS 8 JJ.~3 702 .$ll., 770. 80 t• 9., 285. 50 $ 2.,485 . 30 ,;p 
A VER.AGES Per A.. - 4. 1 ,;, 80. 91 ~~ 64. 93 $ 17. 34 
Summary Snap Bean Demonstrations (Loss) 
No. Yield Total Total 
Name Acres Bu. Returns Cost Loss 
E. Ko Jones 8 125 $ 31. 80 $ l ., Jl.il. 40 $ 1, 109. 60 
Levr.i.s Hay 11 20 347. 35 650. 00 302065 
w. }~. Hamilton 24 15 267. 70 1, 800. 00 1, 532. 30 
Dan E. Hay 10 100 708. 50 965. oo 256. 50 
H. 1. •• Hay 12 31 709. 56 1., 068. 00 358. 41.i. 
J . E. Jehkins 18 85 863 . 00 2, 113. 00 1., 250. 00 
Geo. w. Hills 13 35 200. 00 1,300. 00 1,100. 00 
TOTALS 7 9~ ~~ 3.,127 . 91 $9, 037. 40 $5, 909. 49 
AVERAGES Per A. 4. 3 ~~ 32 • .ss $ 94. 14 $ 61. 56 
Cuc1.unbers : Ten enterprise demonstrations were conducted with this 
rather important truck crop during 1947. Horticultural work included the 
~iving of dus~ing schedules for control of insect and disease ., in daily 
paper and by radio . Tvm new fall cucumber varieties were recommended and 
control of insect and disease informat ion was given by farm visits , over 
radio and through news paper. A SUillL'lary of the cucumber records follows 
on next page: 
Sumnary CucUIDber Demonstrations 
Yield 
No. Per A. 
Name Acres (bu) Returns Cost Profit 
M. M. Tucker 1 100 $ 125.00 $ 100.00 $ 25.00 
E. K. Jones 12 150 4,000.00 2,920.00 1,080.00 
R.T. Morrison 10 200 1,750.00 750.00 1,000.00 
w. A. Smoak 6 12 22.00 450.00 428.oo LOSS 
B. L. Wal. pole 7 85 1,190.00 52,.00 665.oo 
I. R. TI"ilson 2 130 460.00 100.00 360.00 
J.E. Jenkins 30 167 3,744.16 4,844.00 1,099.84 LOSS 
E. H. Walpole 3 200 1,450000 620.00 830.00 
D. F. Jenir..ins 2 30 300.00 210.00 90.00 
Geo. rr. Hills 15 200 6,!300.00 5,2200.00 l,2100.00 
TOTAIS 10 ea 1,274 19,31.ji.16 15,719.00 -AVERAGE Per A. 14 219.79 178.62 
_As a result of work done with growers in 1947 - several fall 1948 
cucumber production demonstrations have been secured. A supply seed suf-
ficient for five , five-acre demonstrations have already been secured. 
Watermelon: Five demonstrations in the production of watermelons 
for narket were conducted in 1947. A summary of these demonstrations fol-
lows: 
Swmnary Watermelon Demonstrations 
No. Yield of Marketable 
Name Acres Melons Per .1.cre Returns Cost Prof'it 
M. E. Craven 30 500 ~~ 1., 875.oo $ 975.oo $ 900.00 
B. L. Walpole 7 500 840.00 350.00 490.00 
F. 1~. Craven 25 666 3.,175.00 575.oo 2.,600.00 
Clinton Craven 25 280 2.,375.00 1,375.00 1,000.00 
E. H. "Walpole 4 500 400.00 80.00 320.00 
'l10'.f'AL8 5 91 2.,446 $ 8,665.00 $ 3.,355.00 $5.,310.00 
AVERAGES Per A. - 26.9 $ 95.22 $36. 87 $ 58.35 
Other educational information given all of our grovrers, both f'or 
home use and for market, consisted of monthly letters covering subjects 
such as disease and insect control, new varieties, and harvesting were 
prepared from material provided by t.~e Assistant Extension Horticulturist, 
H"bl.gh Bowers. 
Cantaloupes: Tvro demonstrations in production of cantaloupes 
were completed in Charleston County during 1947. A Sumr!ary of these 
demonstrations follovrs: 
Summary Cantaloupe Demonstrations 
Yield of Har-
ketable Can-
Name Acres ta.loupes Per A. Returns Cost Profit 
B. L. Walpole 8 100 cl~ 400. 00 ' 200. 00 Q? 200. 00 ~, ~p ~ 
E. H. Walpole 6 95 l,2038. oo 288. 00 750. 00 
TOl' Alli 2 :Di 195 ~$1, 438000 $ 488. oo $ 950. 00 
AVERAGE Per A. 13. 9 102. 71 $ Jh. 86 ~ 67.85 
MARKETING 
Marketing work during 1947 consisted of demonstration and education 
work in Grading and packing, and buying and selling farm produce, when there 
was no regular service available through local marketing agencies . 
Grading 2nd Pacldng : This work done during 1947 consisted of assist-
ing 5 farmers to grade ani pack sweet potatoes for market on local City Marketo 
Cooperative Marketing : Grower members and non-members served by dis-
cussing services of:fered by our local fa:rmers coo:i:erative . 
Buying and Selling For Far m People : Marketing activities of the Coun-
ty Agent is only confined to produce and supplies for which there is no avail-
able assistance being offered by a farmers purchasing and sales organization. 
A sunnnary of these marketing ac~ivities during 1947 of t he county agent follows : 
Sumr:iary of Farm Produce Handled and Number of Farmers 
Commodity Number Amount 
Alta Fescue 200 lbs . $ 110.00 
Oats 50 bu. 85.oo 
Fescue 270 lbs . 486. oo 
Seed Cane 1, 000 stalks 210. 00 
Ladino Clover 250 lbs . 500.00 
Sweet Potato Plants 234, 000 plants 385. oo 
Sweet Po ta toes 205 bu. 358. 75 
Seed Corn 11 bu. 105. 50 
Dallis Grass 5o lbs . 25. 50 
Bahai Grass 45 lbs . 9. 00 
Lespedeza ~ericea 780 lbs o 175. oo 
Wheat 45 bu. 180. 00 
Blue Lupine 70 lbs . 12. 60 
Garden Peas 5 buo 70. 00 
Turkeys 71 head 531. 08 
Beef Cattle 65 head 9.,164. 50 
Cotton Seed Meal 6 tons 378. 00 
Calf Manna .i. ton 90. 00 2 
~ Family Cow 2 150. 00 
Breeding Stoel<; 1 150. 00 
TOTAL.':5 131235.93 
Total Bought~ 6, ?93~27 
Total sold 6~942066 

























Items listed under this heading represent corrnnodities of which the county agent 
was definitely instrumental i n t he purchase and sales there of• 
POULTRY 
1947 Extension vrork vr.i..th poultry in Charleston County consist-
ed of 4-H poultry club work and culling for egg production and testing 
poultry and turkeys for worms and pullorum disease and marketing. 
Culling for Egg Production : 450 hens were examined for egg pro-
duction for 3 poultrymen in the Countyo 
Turkey Diseases : 1, 000 poults , 4 weeks old were checked and found 
to be heavily infested with black head. 
50 head of young turkey hens were tested for the presence of 
pullorum disease . 
Turkey Marketing : 71 Turkeys rrere sold for a grower at 41.¢ per 
lb . - averaging 17 lbs., for a total of ~p531. 08. 
Poultry Disease : One flock of 250 fryers was checked f or disease 
and post mortem revealed round worm infestation. 
VISUAL IlTSTRUCTION 
Visual instruction work during 1947 consisted of the use of 
. Photographs, charts and maps and moving pictures. 
Photographs: Photographs of winning fat steers shovm at Dis-
trict Shows and their owners were used at 4-H club meetings . Jinners 
of calves in the 1946, 4-H steer scramble with the 01mers and the spon-
soring business men were photographed and along with stories of past 
achievement and progress beine made in feeding and fitting the animals 
were published in tJ.1e local daily pai:ers. Copies of these ne,vs articles 
and photographs were used at 4-H club meetings . 
Charts and Maps : Charts and maps giving outlook information were 
used at The County-vnde outJ.ook meeting and at the 2 comm.unity meetings . 
Moving Pie tures: Showings of a picture devoted to Soil Conserva-
tion was shmm. at 8 cill'ferent schools in the County during 1947 • 
Another picture was used at 3 farmers meetings called for the 
purpose of giving information on Sweet Potato Weevil Control and erad-
ication measures . 
A. A. A. ACTIVITIES 
Educational Agricultural Conservation Activities - A. A. A. Branch 
Most of the agent •s activities in connection with this service 
has been done through the news paper, by radio and personal conferences 
and one meeting. 
The benefits to be derived by cooperating in the 1947 A.A.A. 
Program was explained to a class of G. I . •s taking on-the- job agricul-
tural training supervised by the St. Johns High School, vo·cational Ag-
ricultural Teacher. 
Potato allotments, sweet potato prices 17ere explained as well 
as the white potato dunping program was explained. 
SUI11.mary A. A. A. Educational Activities in 1947 
Days devoted to A. A. A. Activities. . ................. 3 
County Meetings attended•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Tons of Lime placed with farners •••••••••••••••••••• 90 
:Number of farmers . o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Number telephone calls regarding A. A. A. Program..... 75 
Number of office calls relative to A. A. A. Program •••• 150 
PUBLICITY 
Publicity work and the distribution of Educational Information 
in connection with the 1947 Extension Program in Charleston County was 
done through Circular Letters , County Agent ' s vreekly news column, fea,.. 
ture news stories , monthly radio talks and the distribution of u . s . n . A. 
and Departmental printed matter . A summary of work done in this field 
of e:::tension work is given as follows: 
::iur:unary of Publicity iork 
Extension Office Calls ••••••••••• 
Telephone Calls •••••••••••••••••• 
Individual Letters ••••••••••••••• 
Circular Letters •• •• ••••••••••••• 
Copies Mailed •••••••••••••••• 
News Articles •••••••••••••••••••• 
Radio Talks •••••••••••••••••••••• 









Circular Letters: A total of 62 Circular letters were prepared · 
and 6, 647 copies mailed to farmers and club menb ers in Charleston County 
in 1947 •. These letters contained informational material m. th regards to 
agricultural matters . Notices of Iieetings., and specific agricultural out-
look and research results made available to the agent ' s office . Specimen 
copies of neY1s articles are included in t:b.is report. 
NevTS Articles: A total of 147 neTrn articles of timely and appro-
priate agricultural subjects were published by the two dail:,- news papers 
during the year . Coun ilf Agent perpared a weekly column. Specimen copies 
of news articles are included in this report. 
Radio Prograns : Fifteen (1.5) broadcasts were nade and I have a 
regular program the tli:i.rd and fourth Saturday in each month, on the 
Coastal Farm Program. The program comes over Radio t>tation 'vTCSC at 
12:35 each Saturday. 
Bulletins Distributed : A total of 3,883 agricultural bulletins 
were distributed among i'armpeople and cl11b members during 1947. A 
bulletin rack foT displaying free agricultural circulars and bulletins 
is maintained in the County Agent ' s office . The bulletins that are most 
popular and most often requested by farm people are always kept on display 
on the Bulletin Rack. The County Extension Office also maintains a bul-
letin libary that includes all available information ciruulars and u . s . D. A. 
Farmers Bulletins, the year books of the u . ~. D. A., 1922-1947. The Annual 
Report of Extension iVorl: in ~outh Carolina and Experiment Station Work and 
etc . 
t-
t>AI.1PLE CIRCULAR IE T'IERS 
COOPER.A TIVE EXTEHSION -1lORK 
IN 
AGRICULTIElE 1.NlJ HOHE ECONOMICS 
Clemson Agricultural Colle~e 
of South Carolina and 
United States Department of 
Agriculture Cooperating 
Dear Beekeepers: 
State of South Ca rolina 
Extension Service 
Room 430, County Center, 
Charleston 291 s. c. 
Septerrb er 26., 1947 
e e. "e.e re Y.s 
/vJ Q. Q.'"'(/11 
'------
If you are a Charleston County Beekeeper you will be delighted to 
lmo,, that a countywide Beekeepers Peetini; is scheduled for TUESDAY 
OCTOB~R 7th. TI1e Heetine will get underrray at 7 :30 P. H., ancl vvill 
be held at the Cen:.e1~ Building ' s ASSill1IBLY ROOH, here at the Old 
Citadel . 
Mr. Dadai1t is accepted throui:;hout the world as an outstandinc author-
ity on Bees , Mr, Dadant will address the Meeting here . 
Come ear]y and' bring another beekeepe r or your neii;hbor with y ou , 
Very truly yours , 
~
z_·:') 
a. J. J, /t( (7C( t , • Carraway 1 
County Agent 
eq I 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION rJORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
Clemson Agricultural Colege 
of South Carolina and 
United States Dep3.rtment of 
Agriculture Cooperating 
State of South Carolina 
TO WATEIW:LON GROWERS OF CHARIESTON OOUNTY: 
Dear Sir: 
Extension Service 
Room 4301 County Center~ 
Charleston 29, s. c. 
June 16, 1947 
Enclosed you vsil find some information on the use of lime for the preven.-
tion of sun-burn on watermelons which I thought you would like to have for 
your use in the Watermelon Production and Marketing Improveme:mt Program. 
A number of watermelon growers in the Fairfax and Estil areas have been 
using lime, just plain hydrated or builders lime for the prevention of 
sun-burn on melons, for the past several years and they have obtained 
good results from the use of it_ The lime was used chiefly on the Tom 
Watson and Blacklee varieties which sun-burn easily• 
The lime is dusted on the top surface of the melons which is exposed to 
the sunts rays using a quart or one-half' galon .fruit jar with holes put 
in the top of the jar with a naiJ. In Florida the lime is usualy cJ) plied 
on the watermelons as a paste using a brush. The lime reflects the hot sun• s rays thus preventing sun.bu.me 
The lime is easy to remove from the melons at harvesting time. The pie~ 
ers remove a certain amount of it by rubbing their hands over the top of 
the meJ.ons and the packers remove the remainder of the lime by rubbing·or 
brushing the melons with a piece of cloth when packing them in the car• 
The practice of covering the melons with the vines for the prevention of 
sun-burn has been used for a long time in the watermelon area. However, 
growers should remember that l itle or no hmdling or disturbing of the 
vines wil help to prevent the spread of anthracnose in the field• 
Very truly yours, 
~~~ ~~~ 
County Agent er 
C1'VC:hzr 
Charleston County Livestock Growers Association 
Dear Friend of 4-H Clubs:-
ROOM 4 3 0 
THE COUNTY CENTER 
T E LEPHON E 7173 
Charleston, South Carolina 
October 25., 1947 
Thought over the letter we wrote you the other day about bidding in a fat 
steer at the Charleston County Livestock GrO'Wers Association•s Livestock 
Auction on Wednesday Evening, October 29th at 8 :1S P. H. ? 
The type beef you ' ll be bidding on at the 4-H Club Sale is currently sell-
ing at from $30 to f~35 per 100 pounds on the hoof on the Chicago Livestock 
Market - so you know wha.t the retail price to the consumer nill be --- or 
do you? 
Maybe a whole steer is too much for you and your deep freeze outfit., or your 
freezer locker drawer to handle . Perhaps sor.ieone in your business or one of 
your neichbors will join you in the deal. 
At any rate, whatever you do - -- have the s etisfaction of eating fine beef 
all winter-- give the 4-H Club youngsters a pat on the back for a great j ob 
done here in Charleston County - - - help put Charleston County on the map as 
a livestock producer ' . 
The auction sale will be held at the Johnson Hagood Stadium during the Char-
leston County Fair at 8:15 P. :M. on Wednesday ITight., October 29th. Come out 
and take in the v,hole show. Watch the newspa!)ers -- listen to the radio---
for the full schedule of events -- judging the show --- the parade of the 
Champions -- the 1947 calf and pig SCRAMBLE -- and the auction sale of the 
1946 scrambled calves -- real auctioneer --- loudspeaker -- fun -- and all 
the trimmings . 
We'll be looking for you! 
Very truly yours , 
Charleston County Livestock Growers Association 
noi:l&bo22A 21swo1a ~Jo:f29viJ l:fnuo) no:t29h&d) 
0£{> MOOR 
ff3TM3~ YTMUO~ 3HT 
£\"f\" lllllOH'l:!11.JllT 
&nilo1&J d:tuo2 1no:fz9hsd:> 
Charleston County Livestock Growers Association 
ROOM 430 
THE COUNTY CENTER 
TELEPHONE 7173 
Charleston, South Carolina 
4-H CLUB FAT STEER SALE __, __ _ 
REMEMBER? 8:15 P.M. - OCTOBER 29TH. 
JOHNSON HAGOOD STADIUM - CHARLESTON., s. c. 
***** 
GIVE THE 4-H CLUBBERS A PAT ON THE BACK 
BUY THE BEST THEllE IS! 
*·:!-*** 
WE 11L LOOK FCR YOU 
COME OUT AND HAVE SOME FUN FOR PROFIT 
WATCH THE CALF AND PIG SCRAMBLE 
PUT :j:N Youn EID ON THE STEERS ':iON AT THE 1946 SHOW. 
CHARLESTON COUNTY LIVESTOCK GROWERS ASSOCIATION 
noij&boz2A 219wo1€> ~Joi29viJ :tnuo) no129hsri) 
0&:1- MOOfl 
R3T"30 YT~UO~ 3HT 





STATE CHAMPION JUDGING TEAMS-For the Iirst time in the history o! slale 4- ll judging competition I 
at Clemson college, teams from one county (Charleston) won bolh the Jiveslock and the dairy cattle I 
judging awards. Plctu1·ed Jett to right C!ront row) ,ll'e Lanier Cox and Raymond Cox, bolh of Yonge's island, 
/ brothers, and Aar~n Leland, of Wadmalaw island; back row, Henry Marvin and Eldredge Muckenfuss, both I of Meggett; Henry Hay, of Wadmalaw island, and Arthur Glover, o! John's island, members of the winning 
teams. Billy Mitchell, of Mount Pleasant, also is a member o.! the ·group. (Slaff Photo by Holcombe.) 
Charleston Teams Score : 
Clean Sweep at Clemson 
Charleston county . 4-H club live-
slock and dairy cattle judging teams 
made a clean sweep of the stale 
judging finals at Clemson college 
Wednesday, It was the first time in 
the history of the judging that two 
teams from one county have taken 
both first places and also the first 
time that Charleston county teams 
have won the state lilies. , 
The two teams, of four boys each, 
accompanied by their coach, C. W. 
Carraway, county agricultural agent, 
will compete with teams from the 
' other 47 states . !or the national 
' championships. · 
I The livestock judging learn, which judged bee! caltle and swine, 
1 i~ composed of Aaron Leland and 
Henry Hay, both of Wadmalaw is-
land; Arthm GlO\>er, o{ John 's is-
land, and Billy Mitchell, of Mount 
, Pleasant. The team will go to Chi-
cago to compete in the National 
1-H• livestock judging contest, held . 
in connection with the International 
Livestock show, the week o! No-
'\.·ember 24. 
The dairy cattle team, made up of 
Raymond and Lanier Cox, brothers, 
o! Yonge's island and Eldridge 
1\lfucken!uss and Henry Marvin, 
both o! Meggett, will go to Colum-
bus, Ohio, the week of October 22 
to compete in the AU-Breed Na-
tional Judging contest. 
scorer for the li vestock meet. being 
rated first on bee! cat lie and tying 
Aaron Leland !or ~econd place on 
hogs. Leland was third high indi-
vidual scorer. The teiim scored 2.115 
points out o! a po~s ible 3,000. The 
AllendalP team finished second 
with 2,107 poinf.s. 
The Allendale team, coached by 
C. B. Searson, county agent, ·was 
made up o! Harold Kirkland, 
Causey Youmans, Edwin Priester 
and Ned Stevenson. ln the dairy 
judging Jasper county won third 
place with a teiim composed o! 
Byron Vaigneur, Rodney Malphrus, 
Ann Bedell and J. W. Wall. 
In 1he dairy callle judging, Ray-
mond Cox was high scorer with ·a 
total o! 2,520 points out of a possi- 1 
ble 3,000. Henry Marvin took third 
place with 2,420 points. The · 
Charleston team · scored a total of 
9,650 points out o! 12,000. The Ches- I 
ter county team placed second. I 
"The natural abilities o! these 
boys, coupled with the interest and 
backing of their parents, was main-
ly responsible !or the outstanding 
accomplishments of these teams," 
Mr. Carraway said last night. "I am 
proud of the boys and I predict that 
both teams will make good scores 
in the national competition." 
=---,""""--,-,..,,., ..... ..,.. ___ ...,H;,;.cnry Hay was individual high 
~', ... , .. ,-:'\ ·,: 
\ 
40 Youths Take 
.Pari in Fair 
i Calf Scramble 
Approximately 1 , 0 0 0 howling 
spectators saw 40 youthful 4- H 
club members struggle up and down 
Johnson Hagood stadium, swinging 
onto tails, ears and legs of 21 calves 
in the second annual cal! scramble 
ot the Charleston county fair last 
night. 
Ranging in age from 10 to 21 
years old, the youthful farmers 
kept the crowd on its feet as they 
attempted to push, pull or drag 
the resisting animals through the 
finish gate. · Legare Walpole, of 
John's Island, was the first to get 
his prize through the gate after a 
battle ,,·ilh a calf h,·ice his \\·eight, 
which he fought from midfield to 
the 10-yard line. 
Little 10-year-old Thomas Edge 
brought down the stands, as the 
calf he bad fought up and do\\"n 
the field several times, dragged the 
youthful clubster through the fin-
ish gate, the only opening in the 4-H CL"CB MEi\IBERS AND THEIR PRIZE CATTLE-Shown above are Charleston county 4-JI club members and the cattle which they have 
corral. raised as a part of their farm program. The cattle were displayed at the Charleston county agricultural and industrial fair yesterday. Left t o 
, Wayne Week~. of Ryefield plan- right. Aaron Lelan d. of Wadmalaw island: Tommy Legare, Edward Walpole. Legare Walpole <1nd Ernest Enfinaer, all of John's . island; Billy 
tation, Mount Pleasant, fought his Mitchell. of Mount Pleasant, and Henry Hay, of Wadmalaw. (Staff photo by Reilly.) 
prize to its knees after being drag- 1 
ged up and do~vn the field. T\1e I dividuals and organizations of the ond and Frank Zander's steer placed Shorthorn took prizes in her divi-
calf, fmally g1vmg _up, went to its count:;. They \\"ill be fattened un- third in the competition. The three sion of two-year-olds. 
knees and allowed it~elf to be ha}- I de, the sponsorship of the donors boys placed in the same order in Philip Higdon's Brahman cattle 
tered and led unres1stmg throu,,h until next year·s scramble, when the choice steer competition. "Good" took all honors in that class. The 
the gate. they n,ust be auctioned ~ff. Calves steers were exhibited by Aaron Le- entries of George W. Hills won 
1 _Diminutive Paul Browder, nm- cap.lured in last year';; scramble land, Tommy Legare, Henry H,y first place in the Shm·thorn two-
\ mng Thomas Edge a close se:0nd were auctioned off immediately and Billy Mitchell. year-,-old class for females. In the 
I for smallness, was the four th vic_tor following the scramble last night. In the medium steer division, under-n,.,·o-year-old class, the Snee 
to capture a calf. He came sa1lmg F t f. t ·th M 
through the gate, securely attached Th_ e annual_ calf_ scramb_ l_e w_ as Tommy Legare won first prize with arm en ry was irs , w1 r. Walpole"s entry placing second. I to the calfs tail as the animal instituted at the fair by Philip H1g- Edward H;.y and John Walpole Mr. Resch's under-two-year-old 
. sought to escape. don, of the Charleston County winning second and third. Choice entry in the female milking Short-
' One calf, roped by a contestant, Livestock Growers' association, who prize was won by Legare'~ entry, horn d ivision was awarded first 
was released and allowed lo be borr·o,ved the i"dea from scrambles while Edward Hay, John Walpole, . ·th C V 1 h d' . 1 chased by the losers when it was prize, w1 . ' . B anc ar s a111ma 
decided that a spectator had aided held in the Midwest for years past. Edward Redmond and Legare Wal- second. In the over-two-year-old 
l·n the capture. pole's entries were judged "good." class the Snee Farm entry was first, It is believed that the Charleston Medium steers were shown by Wil- ·th L G Km" ·ey' co v co d Others w'inning calves last night WI · • , s ' se n · were 4-H club members Tommy county fair scramble is the only lie Simmons,• .Billy Mitchell, D. F. The dairy . cattle Guernsey bull 
Legare, Dennie Hughes_, Lolli. ·s o~e ~t_a.fed.u >, ""\tli -:··;a~;li Jenkins a · Buddy Meyer. 1; prizes were won by the Sherwood 
J B J 1 K • 11 - V noel In the ~ult beef cattle division, F e t · Ed d Ha • entry Berry, ames arnes, u 1an m~- ·s HTV"DaJI.I ON ""' arms n nes. war Y s 
sey, Adam !>'[uckenfuss, Edwar • '"" a. ~ OLi---- 3 Seaside Farms won first place in in the Guernsey female two-year-
Horne, John K elly and Willia 1 the two-year-old Angus bull class, old-and-under division won second • 
Kelly. . as well as in the female two-year place, while the Sherwood Farms ' 
Also, Donald Norris, Charles 'lV.ilO'll NVO ½Z ·oN: class and the under-two-year cl~ss entries took . all other Guernsey 
White, Jakie Hughes, Aaron Le- _ - - - - - of Angus cattle. . prizes. · 
land, Paul Browder, Henry Hay,j s OP-'7 Shorthorn nvo - year- old bulls I In the swine show, Frank Zander 
1 Edward Hay, Billy Mitchell and :rit!, · · owned by Legare Walpole and won two first prizes in the 4-H I 
Donnie 1\lfesservey. , S,H0.'<3.'ll.il NVO ·zo-H 113.r~ W_a lpole took honors in tha t fat barrow class, as did Raym<?IJd 
The cah,es were donated by in-'_ -- - - - - - - -vh1le Bryan Walpole's iema_le Cox. L egare Walpole won one fJrst -------- - -·-- ~ - ....- .. . . . -
, 
and one second prize. Cox took 
one second prize, as did Angie \ 
Zander. 
In the adult swine show, Mr. I 
Resch"s en(ries took all honors in ' 
the Yorkshire breed class, while ; 
the entries of L. F. Brandt cap-
tured all honors in the Berkshire · 
class. Seaside Farms walked away I 
with all honors in the Ohio Im- , 
proved class . 
A special prize for the best calf 
born and raised in Charleston 
county went to Seaside Farms. 
J udges for the show were A. L. 











vVinners YJalterboro Fat Stock Show 
' ~~1fJ/ - Lefi; to right; Hay, reserve champion·; C. W. Carraway, Coun~ge for 
arler.to!l coun,ty; Tommy Legare, grand champion. Both boys are from . 
: · ~f>~ ,_:_ -P!:o:t:}, cjl _,foce:;, St.ucli~. ~ 
J 





1111ay anct Walpole J\re \V1nners 
·1n 4-H Fat Steer Show Here 
Edward Hay's steer won the first 
place in the senior division, and 
subsequently was named grand 
f champion of Charleston's first 
L
- spring 4-H fat steer show yester-
day afternoon on Marion Square. 
The event was sponsored by the 
( Civitan club of Charleston. 
[ Sharing the chief honors with 
I young Hay was Legare Walpole, of 
I! John's island, winner in the junior division. Although Walpole did not 
s raise the grand champion, he car-
~ ried away the most prizes. His 
senior Hereford was named reserve 
senior champion, and in addition 
[ acclaimed best fitted and best 
1 groomed. The John's island boy 
( rated a second place as best show-
man. 
J
I. .' The owner of the grand champion 
is a son of Mr. and Mrs. H. M. 
Hay, · of Wadmalaw island. He re-
ceived two blue ribbons and a e registered Guernsey calf ' donated 
, by the West End dairy, 
5 He s;iid he didn't expect to win, 
r but was very happy over the way 
I things turned out. 
L He remarked modestly: "The 
steer itself is 90 per cent oJ the 
\. 
winning. As the other 10 per cent, 
I guess keeping the stable clean 
feeding good food, keeping th~ 
f water clean, and good care are 
necessary." 
His prizes included a registered 
Guernsey calf, donated by Cobu1·g · 
Dairy, and $30 in cash. 
Young Walpole, an ei.ghth grader 
at St. John's high school, is a son 
of Mr. and Mrs. M. L, Walpole. He 
is 13 years old . 
· The steer exhibited by 
Smilh, son of Mr. ,md Mrs .. J. P . 
Smith, John's island, look second 
place in the junior division. and the 
owner of $15 cash prize. Prizes of 
$5 each were awarded to all other 
entries. Additional prizes of ~10 
went to Aaron Leland, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. K. W. Leland, of Wad-
malaw island, for first place with 
best showman. and of $5 to "Billy" 
Mitchell. son o( Mr. and Mrs. A. R. ! 
Mitchell, of Mount Pleas.i n! , for I 
second place in lhe best filled and 
best groomed event. 
Oth er youths whose animals 
111 w<;icommg the young visitors to 
the cily, cited the outstanding work 
of both the 1-H and the Civitan 
placed were: 
I clubs .. A program which illustrated · 
I a typical 4-H club . meeting was 
presen~ed by the General William 
" Moultrie 4-H club of Mount Pleas-
Senior divis ion, lommy Legare. ant. 
of John's island, third, and Henry I E s I ·11· . · . 
Hay, o! John's island, fourth. Junior . · · c 11 ing, of Salisbury, N . C., 
di~i sio~, .Tames Dukes, o! Ravenel, ·/Judged lhe entries. Winners were 
third , and Henry Hay, fourth. announced by I. D. Lewis, of Clem-
Olher ~ounty 4- H members with '' I son, slate 4-H agent M G p 
entries included Eldridge Mucken- H ' · rs. · · 
fuss and Donald Messervey, both of i~d0 '.1 spoke on the purpose and 
Meggett; Dennie Hughes, Arthur ' obJectives of the . 4-H club. · 
Glover, June Glover, Rafe Men- 'j .Preceding the show, the steer ex-
shew. a1~d Joseph Mcnshew. all of I ~11b1tors attended a luncheon given 
John ,s island; Gle_nn. Kin ~e)'., Ste- in t.he Francis Marion hotel by the 
ph1e Taylor and D1ck1e Bnlzms, .ill C1v_1lan club. A barbecue supper at 
o!_Mount Pleasant: ".Jimmie" Cock- , whic~ the boys, their parents, sch'ool 
enll, of Ravenel ; Fnrnk Marvin, of I supe9ntendents, and officers of'the 
Yonge·s island, and Wayne Weeks 4- H and civic cli1bs of the county 
and James Alla n Cox. were honor guests, was held at Co- J 
The show which started al 2 p . b~rg Dairy in the evening 
m . and closed at 5 o'clock, was ra!ks were made by Mr. Deets, 
witnessed by several hundred per- T. 'W · Morga n, assistant director of 
son~. Special guests were children liie stale extension service: H. M. 
of the orphan house. C. W. Carra- Hay, of the John's island 4-H ad--
way, county .1_1:(e nt, was in charge. vi.soi:y board, a nd L. G. Kinsey, Jr., 
He worked with the Civitan agri- president of the county and state 
cullural committee, composed of A. ~ ·-.. ,.,,.,,. --· ·' ·-- - · -
.T. Speer. chairman, J. C. Murray, I 4-_H coun~il. The program ended 
and George S. Deets. with a brief speech by Mr. Spee, r. 
Mayor E. Edward Wehman, Jr., 
